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Q1 Do you live in Falmouth?
Answered: 437 Skipped: 2

Total 437

Yes, in the
Town Landing...

Yes, but not
in the Town...

No
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Answer Choices Responses

Yes, in the Town Landing neighborhood

Yes, but not in the Town Landing neighborhood

No
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Q2 What should the Town do with the 260
Foreside Road property?

Answered: 436 Skipped: 3

Total 436

# Comment: Date

1 The parcel is valuable open space and could add a lot to the community. Underwood park is a wonderful facility and
adds to the community and I suspect also to property values in the area. It would be great to see Underwood Park
maintained and enhanced to include this additional property. This property could host a community garden, event
space or enhanced playground facilities. When we moved to the area 10 years ago, Underwood Park was one of the
selling points of the area. Young parents, families, friends, kids all use this area as a place to gather, play and
socialize. Modest improvements to the playground, the addition of a community garden, an open area that could be
rented for events could all enhance the value of this public land to the community. It is a unique space that helps
define the character of the area. It would be a shame to turn the additional property into a parking lot.

2/5/2017 9:49 PM

2 Retain it for extra parking for Town Landing 2/5/2017 9:22 PM

3 Integrate it with Underwood Park and use a small portion for additional parking. 2/4/2017 9:47 PM

4 Use as additional park but retain it quasi-separately for future unanticipated use. 2/2/2017 4:24 PM

5 I lived in that area for over 35 years. That is such a built up section of the town that it needs access to amenities for a
variety of ages

2/2/2017 10:44 AM

6 male a new parking lot for Underwood park and overflow parking for town landing, remaining land to the park. 1/31/2017 6:42 PM

7 Would love to see tennis courts go in, and maybe a neighborhood garden 1/30/2017 9:37 AM

Sell the
entire parce...

Sell a portion
of the parce...

Retain the
parcel and...

Other (please
explain below)

No
opinion/Don’...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Sell the entire parcel for development

Sell a portion of the parcel for development (if so, please indicate below how much)

Retain the parcel and integrate it with the adjacent Underwood Park

Other (please explain below)

No opinion/Don’t know
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8 I think it should become a big playground. 1/29/2017 11:03 AM

9 This is what the owner intended before she died 1/26/2017 6:12 PM

10 I like the idea of selling the front portion of the lot for a home, adding parking to thefront of the existing park and using
the rear of the parcel for additional play area

1/26/2017 4:14 PM

11 enough for two building lots 1/26/2017 9:35 AM

12 retain the parcel. I don't know the best use now but believe the town is best served by keeping the parcel and taking
the time, even if that means years, to determine the best use. In the meantime, it has temporary benefits such as
parking and additional playground space.

1/26/2017 7:12 AM

13 or alternatively sell the front acre as house lot and retain the rest to be added to the Underwood Park. 1/25/2017 2:59 PM

14 We need more parking, especially for trailers as the commercial boys never move their trailer 1/25/2017 2:19 PM

15 50% Sold, 50% to Underwood (1.65 acres each, respectively) 1/24/2017 8:01 PM

16 My husband and I are interested in using the space for a community garden. We conducted a poll on the website
Nextdoor (which has people only from our general neighborhood as members)- 37 people responded. Here are the
results which show that there is neighborhood support for the land to be used for a community garden: "Are you
interested in a community garden? I am interested and would like to add my name to a letter to the town council ":
59% "I am interested in a community garden": 32% "I am not interested in a community garden" 8%

1/24/2017 7:20 PM

17 Open space is limited on the Foreside. 1/24/2017 6:59 PM

18 once it's in private hands there are no options for a future use 1/24/2017 4:35 PM

19 Very beneficial having a safe neighbor park in this area. 1/24/2017 11:06 AM

20 Retain and integrate with Underwood Park and/or make lots available for a community garden. 1/22/2017 10:39 AM

21 1 acre to holy martyrs, rest for a private home 1/20/2017 8:28 PM

22 I am originally from Falmouth, and hope you will keep this area a part of the park. Falmouth has built up so much of its
properties it hurts me to visit my family and see how congested it has become.

1/20/2017 11:05 AM

23 More parking for town landing 1/19/2017 3:44 PM

24 Make additional parking for Town Landing 1/19/2017 3:20 PM

25 Use it for Town Landing overflow parking the way it was supposed to be used. 1/19/2017 2:57 PM

26 Sell enough to make 3 lots...keeping the back part as parking 1/19/2017 11:00 AM

27 We need more property on the tax rolls 1/18/2017 9:05 PM

28 Parking is needed for people who have boats moored at the Falmouth Town Landing whether they live in Falmouth or
not.

1/18/2017 10:18 AM

29 It was bought with funds intended to extend or modify town landing property. Selling it for private development only
benefits those with the deepest of pockets. The town has a history of "giving away" properties, Lunt, Plummer Motz,
the old outdoor rink, don't add to the list.

1/18/2017 8:39 AM

30 parking 1/18/2017 8:23 AM

31 create new (seriously needed) parking for town landing and possibly integrate with underwood park 1/17/2017 8:16 PM

32 I'm confused. The Brown property was purchased because 10 years ago there was a problem with parking at Town
Landing because of the number of boats in the water there, so to alleviate the parking strain the number of mooring
permits given out each year was dropped by a couple of hundred and now there is around a three year waiting list to
get a mooring permit at Town Landing. The Town has the space ( Brown Property) to handle additional parking needs
but refuses to transform this property that was purchased for this reason to do so, In my opinion because of a very few
neighbors don't want a Parking area next to them that would benefit the greater good of the Town

1/17/2017 7:19 PM

33 Keep the woods and trails. Please don't develop! 1/17/2017 6:33 PM

34 Falmouth is not the suburb os Portland and so leave the piece of land and integrate it. As far as the town landing goes
there should be room for swimming and no lobster or fishing floats in the water. Unless it has changed for I used to
enjoy swimming there but then there are also too many boats close to the shore. I have found the parking up on top
ample except on holidays and then also it helps when people park correctly.

1/17/2017 3:16 PM

35 Keep , add indoor swimming pool 1/17/2017 1:40 PM

36 The Town could retain a portion of the back of the lot if they wanted extra open space for the park. 1/17/2017 1:15 PM
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37 sell a buildable lot along the street frontage and the remaining land should become part of Underwood Park. 1/17/2017 12:30 PM

38 parking 1/17/2017 12:14 PM

39 The taxes were the reason the town bought the property. Let's sell it 1/17/2017 10:30 AM

40 one residence in the front, rest for parking/park 1/17/2017 10:09 AM

41 the back portion of the prop, - ca. 1/1/2 acres 1/17/2017 9:34 AM

42 I do NOT want to see a parking lot. But selling it for someone to put a house up is fine. 1/17/2017 9:17 AM

43 Overflow parking for the towns best resource, the ocean 1/17/2017 8:23 AM

44 Tennis/basketball court, gazebo for events.. that would be great 1/16/2017 8:41 PM

45 Build a community rec center 1/16/2017 8:00 PM

46 Sell segment closest acre to road, add remainder to Park 1/16/2017 7:32 PM

47 Retain the parcel and expand parking in the town landing area 1/16/2017 5:44 PM

48 Retain the parcel and update the area. More parking, a respectable park for the area, etc. 1/16/2017 4:48 PM

49 dev. into 3 nice senior housing units 1/16/2017 3:56 PM

50 Sell @ one half of the front of the property 1/16/2017 1:32 PM

51 Create half for additional Parking for Town Landing Use and half to increase Underwood Park 1/16/2017 12:55 PM

52 Maybe use some of it for the park but more of it for parking for the town landing. 1/16/2017 12:34 PM

53 Sell the rear 2 acres for development, keep the front for parking if needed. 1/16/2017 12:14 PM

54 Develop it for parking for Town Landing. This will allow the TL to be a more efficient access point for the harbor. 1/16/2017 12:11 PM

55 I think this parcel should be integrated with Underwood Park. I'd like to see a tennis/basketball court and perhaps a
skating rink in the winter. Presently, there's nothing like this on this side of town.

1/16/2017 12:07 PM

56 Once this land is gone, its gone. Save for future generations as a park, parking, whatever. When my kids were young
they played soccer, frisbee, lacrosse, baseball in Underwood Park. Again. PLEASE save for future generations.

1/16/2017 12:01 PM

57 Sell to holy martyrs if they're interested - if not, sell the whole parcel 1/16/2017 12:01 PM

58 The Foreside neighborhood would greatly benefit from an expanded playground. There are many families in the area
and only one small playground structure at Underwood Park. Additional equipment would make the park a resource
and gathering place for the neighborhood.

1/16/2017 11:31 AM

59 As a member of the council at the time the property was acquired, the agreement was to seel the property when the
real estate market recovered so it could become taxable property once again.

1/16/2017 10:11 AM

60 create parking for town landing 1/16/2017 8:21 AM

61 Retain the parcel and integrate it with the adjacent Underwood Park, with parking spaces available for the park or as
spillover parking for Town Landing

1/16/2017 7:57 AM

62 As Falmouth continues to grow with new houses being built even along Foreside Rd and Town Landing, open space
free from development becomes more precious. When I moved to Johnson Rd. 37 years ago my backyard included
open space to Cumberland and beyond - and woods, ponds and old paths from Johnson Rd to Falmouth Preserve.
Now I have neighbors in my backyard and only through agreements with landowners (think Joan Solari) can we walk /
jog / explore to the Falmouth Preserve. Just as we benefit as a town of people from the open space in West Falmouth
we can benefit from as much open space a possible on the eastern side of town. At one time there was talk of creating
a community garden as part of the property - that would add so much to a sense of place and belonging. Plus it would
be beautiful as well as provide food. It seems to me our town does not need the money generated by the sale of the
property as it needs to create beauty, sense of place and a way for all residents to find joy and peace with one
another.

1/16/2017 7:56 AM

63 Generate tax money from new homes to be built, at least two, to help with rising costs of town services and steadily
increasing taxes in Falmouth.

1/16/2017 7:43 AM

64 Develop the park! This needs to be a place for neighborhood children to play. 1/15/2017 9:08 PM

65 Create a bike park 1/15/2017 7:43 PM

66 parking 1/15/2017 5:03 PM

67 I would like to see it integrated with park, but with a grassy overflow parking area for town landing. 1/15/2017 4:49 PM
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68 I lived in cumberland one mile from Town Landing and now in Applegate. during all that time and continuing we have
had boats in the mooring field. I also walk the area including Underwood Park with our dogs atlas three times a day.
Having the property be a Town Park is very important to us. As a boater we have seen multiple time when using the
Park for overflow parking would serve Handy Boat and the Portland Yacht Club on those days were popular boat races
impact the ForeSides available parking spaces. In times past we have see races with over a hundred boats plus crew.
Parking on the grass those few times would be a great help. Portland Yacht Club uses it's grass field on such
occasions with out great harm to the lawn.

1/15/2017 1:53 PM

69 This is a great opportunity to increase community and expand the existing park. The Foreside area does not have a
good community park or gathering space. If the area becomes more walkable ti would be good to have a destination
for residents.

1/15/2017 11:29 AM

70 Sell the land for development on the contingency the developer provides no less than 10 offer street parking spaces
for seasonal public use

1/15/2017 11:06 AM

71 retain rights to 10 parking spaces 1/15/2017 9:23 AM

72 Sell and develop only the front portion along Foreside Road (the section that is today an open field). The remaining
back, wooded portion should be merged with Underwood Park.

1/15/2017 8:59 AM

73 enough to allow a house house to be built in the front (near foreside road) and then merge the back with the
underwood park property)

1/15/2017 8:46 AM

74 utilize a portion for summer prking overflow at town landing, grassy would be fine. 1/15/2017 5:10 AM

75 The 260 Foreside Rd. property makes the park a more regular shape and I can see more possibility for it being a
community space. Perhaps there could be more parking across the front of the park, with recreation facilities beyond -
swings, slides, a ball field, skating rink in the winter, etc.

1/14/2017 10:15 PM

76 use for parking 1/14/2017 10:14 PM

77 Would like to see tennis courts, pavilion for concerts, skating rink or basketball court 1/14/2017 7:42 PM

78 Provide parking and perhaps a tourist information booth during the summer. Could also off space for farmer's market
and crafts people to sell their products.

1/14/2017 6:58 PM

79 retain the parcel, start a community garden and fenced dog run 1/14/2017 6:32 PM

80 I live near Town Landing. I think an enlarged park that serves the kids and adults in the area is a great use of the land. 1/14/2017 5:43 PM

81 I would love to see additional parking and a new (bigger) playground installed. It is somewhat of a "town common"
where the town lacks one and already attracts a fair number of residents who enjoy the field, playground, and adjacent
woods. Would be nice to make even more effort to attract even more families with expanded parking and playscape,
benches, covered gazebo etc. the town could host local small musical events in summer.

1/14/2017 5:36 PM

82 Skate/scooter/ box park 1/14/2017 5:30 PM

83 The neighborhood desperately needs more safe places for kids to gather and play. We need that land for the
community.

1/14/2017 5:07 PM

84 Underwood Park has the potential to be a uniting spot for our "community." It is currently under utilized. 1/14/2017 4:43 PM

85 Overflow car park for people using Town Landing, Town sticker required. Integrate rest into Underwood Park 1/14/2017 4:08 PM

86 Please don't develop it!! There are so many areas being developed in Falmouth. The town needs to be mindful about
preserving green space, especially in that neighborhood. Underwood park, as simple as it is right now, is so loved and
used by town members. I've been there many times when people from other towns have also stopped to enjoy the
space. I'll be so sad to see it turned into a parking lot or used for other types of development.

1/14/2017 3:36 PM

87 Extend the park and include trees, paths, and if possible, a water fountain. Or a picnic area with shade. (This is input
from my 9- and 11- year old kids too)

1/14/2017 3:02 PM

88 We need to keep this parcel -- This is unique open space in an otherwise very densely populated area. 1/14/2017 2:30 PM

89 Create a basketball court 1/14/2017 1:47 PM

90 Falmouth Foreside needs *more* public spaces, not less. 1/14/2017 1:37 PM

91 At least inquire with abutters to see if interest in some land. 1/14/2017 12:59 PM

92 Parking to north side, screened from Foreside Rd., so balance integrated into Park. 1/14/2017 12:06 PM

93 Expand parking opportunity for seasonal boaters 1/14/2017 9:41 AM
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94 Many students of the Falmouth-Cumberland-Yarmouth-N Yarmouth Community would greatly benefit from a youth
center skate park. An outdoor structure similar to the Portland and Scarborough skate park. Bath has an indoor park

1/14/2017 9:40 AM

95 See the backfor development but maintain for parking 1/14/2017 9:13 AM

96 I feel very strongly we should take every opportunity to keep undeveloped land in its natural state (or as near as
possible).

1/13/2017 12:40 PM

97 I am a summer resident only, but the park next to the property is used all the time in the summer and to expand it
would be a benefit to the community.

1/13/2017 12:28 PM

98 Create more parking area so that more people have access to dinghy permit at the town landing. 1/13/2017 12:17 PM

99 1/2 park; 1/2 parking 1/13/2017 12:14 PM

100 public parking - self service fee - it would allow us to raise money and stop NON residents from parking down at town
landing

1/13/2017 11:20 AM

101 BUILD A COMMUNITY POOL 1/13/2017 11:14 AM

102 Add Parking for Town use. Or increase the Park with more kid friendly games. Or Leaese a portion to the church for
additonal parking and keep a portions. But under no conditions should it be sold.

1/13/2017 10:58 AM

103 We could use some adult recreation: tennis court, basketball, etc 1/13/2017 10:29 AM

104 Yes, can be used as additional land for jogging, cross country,etc 1/13/2017 9:03 AM

105 Parking at street, back land in the park 1/13/2017 9:03 AM

106 create a falmouth resident only parking zone and park 1/13/2017 9:02 AM

107 This space should be kept for recreation use. Fields, basketball/court, space for kids and adults to play and be active.
Not parking!!!

1/13/2017 8:44 AM

108 Parking for mooring permit holders/residents 1/13/2017 8:22 AM

109 Expand the present play stucture to be a little more interesting 1/13/2017 8:22 AM

110 Need parking for folks using the landing 1/13/2017 8:13 AM

111 Foreside Rd is starting to look junky filling in every 1/2 acre to be found. That parcel is welcome reprieve and nice
entry into the trails

1/13/2017 7:41 AM

112 Parking for waterfront actvity 1/13/2017 7:29 AM

113 sell with specification or preference for net zero or efficient housing. sell only what is necessary for one family home -
1800 SF??

1/13/2017 5:41 AM

114 Allow parking for families using the Town Landing area on this property as well as allowing use of it for sports and
recreational activities.

1/13/2017 12:49 AM

115 I think expanding parking near the Town Landing is a good idea. I would be able to use the town landing more often if
I could count on parking. I assume you don't need all of the parcel for parking, so incorporating it in the park would be
great, but selling it to develop and pay for the parking lot would be fine depending on the development.

1/13/2017 12:27 AM

116 I think a futsol court would be great there. 1/12/2017 10:47 PM

117 Maybe use for overflow parking when/if needed by Portland Yacht Club or other local activities 1/12/2017 10:10 PM

118 My children have played in the park for the last 15 yrs. it should remain as part of the park. 1/12/2017 10:09 PM

119 I believe there is a serious need for more parking to facilitate the access to public moorings for Falmouth residence. 1/12/2017 9:50 PM

120 I think it's very important that the town have lots of parks & trails. The town has plenty of opportunity for commercial
development. I think adding to the public experience in the Town Landing area is a great opportunity.

1/12/2017 9:19 PM

121 Including using some space for parking. 1/12/2017 9:16 PM

122 Addl parking for town landing 1/12/2017 8:35 PM

123 Use this for additional public parking for the Town Landing beaches 1/12/2017 7:35 PM

124 Integrate it with park along with more parking for non residents who have a mooring and pay a yearly mooring fee. 1/12/2017 7:03 PM

125 parking space please 1/12/2017 6:49 PM

126 Add equipment basketball courts, tennis courts, pickle ball etc 1/12/2017 5:42 PM
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127 It should be kept by the town integrated with Underwood Park until such time that parking at Town Landing becomes
and issue. Then it should be used for parking.

1/12/2017 5:23 PM

128 This lot could be used for a small residential subdivision. Currently, the lot generates zero tax dollars. As developed
real estate, the town would benefit from incremental tax dollars.

1/12/2017 5:05 PM

129 Keep open spaces!! 1/12/2017 4:56 PM

130 Additional parking and trailer parking for town landing and incorporate remainder into the park 1/12/2017 4:50 PM

131 50/50 1/12/2017 4:48 PM

132 Use at least a portion of it for Town Landing parking, which is currently insufficient.. 1/12/2017 4:44 PM

133 Parking for the town landing 1/12/2017 4:43 PM

134 Additional parking for Town Landing, as below 1/12/2017 4:40 PM

135 the Town should never sell a property such as this due to the location being in a high density high demand area. 1/12/2017 4:38 PM

136 roadside should become a single family home, back end join the park 1/12/2017 4:29 PM

137 I think the town should build an open air seasonal public pool and offer swim lessons for the general public. It still
confounds me that we live so close to the ocean and there are no services for learning how to swim. (Not everyone in
Falmouth is a member of a private club!)

1/12/2017 4:23 PM

138 parking 1/12/2017 4:08 PM

139 No more development please! 1/12/2017 4:00 PM

140 underwood and town landing beach parking 1/12/2017 3:33 PM

141 We have very little public space in the area. By enhancing the existing playground, adding picnic tables and gazebo,
and ideally a composting toilet, it will be a tremendous community resource

1/12/2017 3:14 PM

142 Devote half (near road) for public parking to alleviate stress on town landing parking. Use the rest to exampd the park. 1/12/2017 3:10 PM

143 use it for parking 1/12/2017 2:59 PM

144 Add swing set and other uses for children 1/12/2017 2:38 PM

145 Parking for town landing 1/12/2017 2:30 PM

146 I like the idea of integrating it with Underwood Park, but i believe more town landing parking would also be nice. as a
resident, i would love to be able to go to a beach in my town, but after 7 years still have not been able to, since
parking is so limited and boat trailers take up most of the spaces.

1/12/2017 2:30 PM

147 The town's people would not benefit from the sale of this property and the only ethical and moral thing to do would be
to incorporate it into a natural space adjacent to the Underwood Park. Leave it feral and allow it to be as nature
intended.

1/12/2017 2:29 PM

148 Save green spaces. No more developments please 1/12/2017 2:27 PM

149 perhaps sell some to Holy Martyrs for parking and some for single family home 1/12/2017 2:23 PM

150 sell only minimum size to build (100' x 100') and retain the parcel and integrate it with Underwood Park 1/12/2017 2:21 PM

151 Open it for overflow Town Landing parking 1/12/2017 2:13 PM

152 The Underwood Park isn't that big of an open space to begin with, and there is really no other open space in walkable
distance - we live right near the market, and play with our kids there all the time, so really hope it can stay part of the
park

1/12/2017 2:12 PM

153 We should keep this valuable property until such time as the Town needs the money. We should not just put another
McMansion on Foreside Road.

1/12/2017 2:12 PM

154 Add parking 1/12/2017 2:11 PM

155 See question 3. 1/12/2017 2:09 PM

156 Create additional parking for Town landing to be used by mooring holders 1/12/2017 2:08 PM
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27.38% 118

23.43% 101

20.65% 89

19.03% 82

9.51% 41

Q3 Should the Town create any new parking
on the 260 Foreside Road property?

Answered: 431 Skipped: 8

Total 431

# Comment: Date

1 This would be a waste of a great and unique piece of property. 2/5/2017 9:49 PM

2 enlarge the existing lot 2/3/2017 3:37 PM

3 possibly in the future - in this congested neighborhood it's hard to anticipate when it might be needed, & a rare piece
of undeveloped land.

2/2/2017 4:24 PM

4 See comment above. 1/31/2017 6:42 PM

5 We need the current spaces in Underwood park to be better arranged and upgraded 1/30/2017 10:05 AM

6 Enough for a few spaces to accommodate tennis players/gardeners 1/30/2017 9:37 AM

7 Some parking is OK, but under no circumstances sell for dev. 1/26/2017 8:56 PM

8 It's currently not big enough 1/26/2017 6:12 PM

9 See above 1/26/2017 4:14 PM

10 although it is only needed in the summer currently. 1/26/2017 7:12 AM

11 Absolutely no parking at 260 property 1/25/2017 2:59 PM

Yes, absolutely

Yes

No

No, absolutely
not

No
opinion/Don’...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes, absolutely

Yes

No

No, absolutely not

No opinion/Don’t know
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12 We need this badly.. NO SPACES in the summer 1/25/2017 2:19 PM

13 A few spots perhaps but it seems a shame to use that beautiful property for parking spaces that would only be used for
a few months out of the year.

1/24/2017 7:20 PM

14 Yes, to meet increased needs, but please limit footprint. 1/24/2017 6:59 PM

15 that might be important sometime in the future 1/24/2017 4:35 PM

16 This was raised as a prospect a few years ago and an extensive study was conducted to determine the need, and it
was determined that the need was not there. Based on my experience living in this neighborhood, the need has not
changed. The only thing that would drive a greater need would be an expansion of the anchorage, to which I would be
equally opposed.

1/24/2017 2:10 PM

17 Additional parking is needed for both town and out of towner's for the park and water front 1/24/2017 12:12 PM

18 Not at this time. 1/24/2017 11:06 AM

19 only to accomodate the use of the park 1/23/2017 3:36 PM

20 There is sufficient roadside parking for the playground and walkers through the woods. 1/23/2017 11:42 AM

21 This seems unnecessary, the Underwood Park lot is plenty big and most people walk there anyway. 1/22/2017 10:16 PM

22 Much too valuable as open space to use for parking cars 1/22/2017 10:50 AM

23 for park use 1/21/2017 11:44 AM

24 Then actually enforce the parking rules on Foreside Road 1/20/2017 8:22 PM

25 A dedicated parking area is really needed. We have had a mooring for 20 years at Town Landing and being out-of-
towners, it gets crazier and crazier to find parking. It has gotten much worse over the past 4 years or so. When
Mariner Lane became parallel parking only, and parking was eliminated further down that road, it became incredibly
frustrating. We pay $260 yearly for having our mooring in the harbor, and the only officially-designated parking spots
for non-residents in the lot across from the market are rarely available. We feel more and more unwelcome.

1/20/2017 2:01 PM

26 Keep it as natural as possible! 1/20/2017 1:27 PM

27 Maybe use the land that is kept out back as parking. 1/19/2017 11:00 AM

28 What is the differnece between "Yes, absolutely" and "Yes," and between "No, absolutely not" and "No?" Doesn't Yes
mean Yes and No mean No?

1/18/2017 9:05 PM

29 New parking should be designed to minimize impact on abutting neighbor through location, foliage, and barriers. 1/18/2017 5:41 AM

30 Some parking would be okay with minimal impact on the environment. I've enjoyed watching fox and other wildlife in
that area.

1/17/2017 8:28 PM

31 Replace the existing Underwood Park parking with a better designed lot with a few more spaces/ 1/17/2017 3:10 PM

32 a very small lot 1/17/2017 2:37 PM

33 Will need parking for facility if it happens 1/17/2017 1:40 PM

34 Parking for Underwood Park should be improved in general. 1/17/2017 12:30 PM

35 A few additional spots would be beneficial, perhaps add to the current Underwood Park parking, instead of create a
new lot

1/17/2017 11:36 AM

36 I am not for parking there, but if the need arises in the future, I would be open to discussion. When the property was
first purchased, there was a thought about making a "soft parking area" for the few summer weekends when it is
necessary.

1/17/2017 7:28 AM

37 If the town retains it 1/16/2017 8:00 PM

38 Parking on the grass should be available at high peak times 1/16/2017 4:46 PM

39 Sell or lease @ one half of the back part of theproperty to Holy Marters 1/16/2017 1:32 PM

40 It would help if the existing Underwood Park parking could be expanded. 1/16/2017 1:27 PM

41 If needed. This would mean overflow of existing parking available, on a continuing basis. 1/16/2017 12:14 PM

42 Don't create more parking until its needed. PLEASE save the whole parcel for future generations for a park, parking,
or whatever

1/16/2017 12:01 PM
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43 Prefer not. But if additional parking would want seasonal (summer), GRASS only. Too much paved surface present
already and damaging to the bay.

1/16/2017 11:58 AM

44 There does not seem to be a need for additional parking. The spots in the current parking lot at Underwood Park are
rarely taken.

1/16/2017 11:31 AM

45 There are several parking spots along the rays as ell as a few spaces in Underwood Park. Perhaps Underwood park
area could add a space or so - and then a few spaces at #206. Not a lot but a few spaces.At this point I'm thinking #206
should not simply become become overflow parking for Town Landing Beach / Ramp - but maybe that's a conversation
as well.

1/16/2017 7:56 AM

46 If it does not interfere with ongoing traffic, I wouldn't object. 1/16/2017 7:43 AM

47 I understand that the nieghbors do not feel a need for more parking- understandable since they do not have to park.
Town landing is crowded, it is hard to park on summer days, and there exists a very limited number of trailer spots up
above. Frustrating as a tax payer to have to go to Portland to launch and pay there as well.

1/15/2017 4:49 PM

48 to provide parking for park use 1/15/2017 12:46 PM

49 I would only add parking if the park was expanded and it became more of a destination. I do not see that a large
amount of parking is needed.

1/15/2017 11:29 AM

50 Parking for town landing and the walking preserve 1/15/2017 11:15 AM

51 Have the developer design and construct with an approved development plan. 1/15/2017 11:06 AM

52 No demand for excess parking as far as I can tell. 1/15/2017 8:59 AM

53 Nose-in parking across the front of 260 AND the existing park? 1/14/2017 10:15 PM

54 Grass overflow parking for town landing 1/14/2017 7:29 PM

55 expand the parking in Underwood park. 1/14/2017 6:32 PM

56 Modestly improve the amount of parking and the access to parking. The parking should be focused on serving
Underwood Park.

1/14/2017 5:43 PM

57 Please don't turn this beautiful piece of land into parking lot. 1/14/2017 5:07 PM

58 Not sure what it would be for. 1/14/2017 4:52 PM

59 Town Sticker required during summer. 1/14/2017 4:08 PM

60 Yes, but just a few..3-5 1/14/2017 3:02 PM

61 Depends what the parking would be for...for additional Falmouth residents to enjoy Town Landing and Underwood
Park, I would say yes.

1/14/2017 2:45 PM

62 There is rarely ever a need for additional parking. 1/14/2017 1:37 PM

63 Improve the "lot" at Underwood and extend onto the 260 F'side property (total 10-15 spots) 1/14/2017 12:59 PM

64 There isn't enough parking for residents to get to Town Landing Beach. 1/14/2017 12:49 PM

65 Maybe? Just summer Season? Park for people, not so much a parking lot. 1/14/2017 12:06 PM

66 Possible, depending on a needs assessment. 1/14/2017 11:20 AM

67 for overflow of weekend boaters' vehicles and/or trailers. Also, pickup trucks whose owners are planning to park for
more than an hour could park at 260 Foreside. That would be a great help in preventing the sandwich effect that these
wide vehicles cause at the actual landing.

1/14/2017 9:41 AM

68 I would prefer to keep parking to a minimum (either no more spaces or very very) so I answered no; however, a VERY
small number of spots if required by law in relation to civil engineering could be acceptable

1/14/2017 9:15 AM

69 If parking is needed to access Underwood Park and this land, yes. 1/14/2017 7:43 AM

70 The new parking should accommodate any additional users attracted by whatever the new property is used for. As it is
now, the additional parking is not needed.

1/13/2017 10:06 PM

71 Mooring holders have a real problem parking. 1/13/2017 1:29 PM

72 I suppose it depends on what the space is used for. I like how today the parking is well-integrated with the park. I
wouldnt want a full on parking lot.

1/13/2017 12:35 PM

73 Need for parking doesn't outweigh critical need for community playspace 1/13/2017 11:39 AM
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74 charge nonresidents to park, too many park illegally at town landing - raise ticket for parking without stickers to $50
and enforce

1/13/2017 11:20 AM

75 ONLY FOR A POOL 1/13/2017 11:14 AM

76 see answer to Number 2 1/13/2017 10:58 AM

77 Ok with parking but as green as possible 1/13/2017 10:02 AM

78 yes, as a town landing rd property owner, there are too many cars parked on town landing rd. during the day, but its
the over night parking that is the most bother some. Overnight parking in the TL neighborhood doesn't always feel
safe and brings cars in & out even after midnight. This lot could be used for overnight parking for people who want to
do overnights on their boats.

1/13/2017 9:03 AM

79 access boat drop and trailer parking/family friendly park for town residents only 1/13/2017 9:02 AM

80 Only temporary daytime space, with grass surface, for the boating season. 1/13/2017 8:24 AM

81 I would change this to "yes" if parking could me made profitable for the town 1/13/2017 7:51 AM

82 Just a few more spots as set up retaining beauty the parcel/open spaceo 1/13/2017 7:41 AM

83 Overflow parking for town landing and for the park use 1/13/2017 7:25 AM

84 The need for parking is only a problem on July 4th and Memorial Day. 1/13/2017 7:03 AM

85 if needed to accomodate more outdoor usage safely 1/13/2017 5:41 AM

86 Bicycle parking should be created or expanded 1/13/2017 1:54 AM

87 I can't depend on parking near the town landing, so it is a big limitation on being able to enjoy the town resource. 1/13/2017 12:27 AM

88 only as needed. Maybe parking only when needed for special events 1/12/2017 10:10 PM

89 Along 88 if needed, not within the park. 1/12/2017 10:09 PM

90 Working exclusively for Park and exclusively for waterfront usefor Falmouth residence. 1/12/2017 9:50 PM

91 There is inadequate parking currently for the landing. This would be the best use for the parcel. 1/12/2017 6:49 PM

92 Seasonal parking on the grass would be ok 1/12/2017 6:45 PM

93 More recreation would warrant additional parking. 1/12/2017 5:42 PM

94 Only if it impacts the volume of folks in underwood park. 1/12/2017 5:27 PM

95 See comment to Question #2 1/12/2017 5:23 PM

96 This was the original reason for buying the property, but the neighbors complaints stopped this intended use. If the
Town Council would allow this lot to be used for parking for the town landing and other falmouth residents, I would
prefer this use rather than a sale for development of new residential housing.

1/12/2017 5:05 PM

97 No, Add on to the existing parking and make it spill over for the town landing docks. Permit required. 1/12/2017 5:03 PM

98 Lets keep our little area small and unique, not make it too easy for growth...otherwise we will lose the charm of our
neighborhood.

1/12/2017 4:56 PM

99 Parking for the Town Landing is currently insufficient, particularly on good weather days in the summer. 1/12/2017 4:44 PM

100 A few spaces for those using the park. Limit to one hour 1/12/2017 4:40 PM

101 While we access the water via Handy Boat, others in the town that do not live in the Foreside area have few options if
they wish to use the Town Landing during the summer. It does not seem fair that a taxpaying resident is unable to
access one of the major assets of the Town due to a lack of parking

1/12/2017 4:38 PM

102 Some parking should be created. 1/12/2017 4:23 PM

103 Some spaces, maybe 6 at most 1/12/2017 4:00 PM

104 I'd rather see more space for play/active use of land vs. parking 1/12/2017 3:17 PM

105 My understanding is that the recent study did not find a major need for more parking 1/12/2017 3:14 PM

106 Cars on Foreside Road are dangerous, if park becomes more popular it might make sense to add parking. 1/12/2017 3:13 PM

107 It is top priority. 1/12/2017 3:10 PM

108 NO Additional Parking Is Needed!!!!! 1/12/2017 2:37 PM
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109 See above. YES YES YES, but with a section set aside for locals without boats! 1/12/2017 2:30 PM

110 It wouldn't be used by Falmouth residents -shoppers for TLM and boaters 1/12/2017 2:29 PM

111 It should not be used to generate any revenue. The town already has a commercial zone along both sides of Rt. 1. 1/12/2017 2:29 PM

112 no pavement. potentially integrate concrete "grass" pavers. Only use parking in summer months or for
sporting/neighborhood activities

1/12/2017 2:21 PM

113 Adding parking for Town Landing (ocean access) would add to the neighborhood congestion - would not like to see
parking added to serve the town landing

1/12/2017 2:20 PM

114 No paved lot needed. Just an area for overflow Town Landing parking 1/12/2017 2:13 PM

115 Maybe a few spaces, since parking is definitely needed in the area, but hopefully leave most of it for open space 1/12/2017 2:12 PM
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24.93% 90

29.64% 107

19.94% 72

25.48% 92

Q4 If the Town were to create any new
parking on the 260 Foreside Road property,

how many spaces do you feel would be
sufficient and/or appropriate?

Answered: 361 Skipped: 78

Total 361

# Comment: Date

1 It seems as if the footprint for additional parking need be no larger than the current parking area at the corner of
Johnson and Foreside Roads. Such an area might provide an area for 15 spaces.

2/4/2017 9:47 PM

2 enlarge the existing lot 2/3/2017 3:37 PM

3 None 2/2/2017 4:23 PM

4 30, big enough for trucks with boat trailers 1/31/2017 6:42 PM

5 Zero 1/30/2017 5:02 PM

6 I think we can utilize what is there more efficiently 1/30/2017 10:05 AM

7 I am in no position to know what is needed or would look OK on the property. 1/26/2017 8:56 PM

8 0 parking 1/25/2017 6:43 PM

9 2- 4 as in Q 3. 1/25/2017 2:59 PM

10 plus a few trailer ones 1/25/2017 2:19 PM

5

10

20

Other (please
indicate bel...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

5

10

20

Other (please indicate below how many parking spaces you feel are sufficient and/or appropriate)
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11 None 1/24/2017 10:33 PM

12 the whole idea is, one cannot predict the need.. 1/24/2017 4:35 PM

13 zero 1/24/2017 2:56 PM

14 5, but only if parking is created. No parking is necessary 360 days out of the year 1/24/2017 2:50 PM

15 I am adamantly opposed to using this space for parking. 1/24/2017 2:10 PM

16 At least 20 and trailer parking 1/24/2017 6:38 AM

17 Don't know. Need more information. 1/23/2017 6:23 PM

18 only to accomodate events held at the park 1/23/2017 3:36 PM

19 Reworking the existing parking would be beneficial and perhaps offer additional spots. 1/23/2017 11:42 AM

20 2 1/22/2017 10:16 PM

21 NONE 1/22/2017 4:14 PM

22 No parking 1/22/2017 10:50 AM

23 0 1/22/2017 10:39 AM

24 0 1/21/2017 4:15 PM

25 None 1/21/2017 11:29 AM

26 0 1/20/2017 8:28 PM

27 NO PARKING 1/20/2017 7:57 PM

28 50 plus 1/20/2017 11:46 AM

29 please just let this space be 1/20/2017 11:05 AM

30 Not sure what number makes sense, but I believe the Town needs to add parking to help alleviate parking issues
connected to the Town Landing.

1/19/2017 10:15 PM

31 As many as possible 1/19/2017 3:44 PM

32 As many as possible. A minimum of 20. 1/19/2017 3:20 PM

33 as many as possible 1/19/2017 2:57 PM

34 Why do we need more parking at all? 1/18/2017 9:05 PM

35 Depends on if that becomes trailered parking and the smaller lot across from Town Landing is vehicles only 1/18/2017 8:39 AM

36 as many is possible on the land to be used as originally intended as I understand was to help satisfy the need for
additional town landing parking

1/17/2017 8:16 PM

37 move the overnight parking and Trailer Parking along with some overflow to the Brown Property to free up spaces at
the top of the hill

1/17/2017 7:19 PM

38 Don't know. Just current town landing parking is limited 1/17/2017 6:55 PM

39 if the answer was absolutely not then that equals zero 1/17/2017 3:16 PM

40 5-10 1/17/2017 2:37 PM

41 Not too many-many could walk 1/17/2017 1:40 PM

42 Please create the category "none of the above" 1/17/2017 1:15 PM

43 max it out 1/17/2017 12:14 PM

44 Why keep asking us to fund non-resident use? Other towns make us pay. The town landing is a small area already
overused. And there's no ticketing or towing of violators.

1/17/2017 11:53 AM

45 Zero 1/17/2017 10:30 AM

46 dont know 1/17/2017 10:09 AM

47 NONE 1/17/2017 9:17 AM

48 Zero 1/17/2017 8:15 AM
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49 0 1/17/2017 7:33 AM

50 very limited, encourage people to walk / bike there 1/17/2017 5:28 AM

51 No new parking 1/16/2017 7:32 PM

52 I think 15 is a nice number. 1/16/2017 5:44 PM

53 10-20 1/16/2017 4:48 PM

54 As little as possible because we can't stand more traffic on Town Landing 1/16/2017 2:10 PM

55 could the town somehow sell parking tickets, like Portland, for the race nights at PYC? 1/16/2017 1:42 PM

56 Deprnds on the church needs 1/16/2017 1:32 PM

57 I think the town should focus on biking and walking infrastructure in that area instead of more parking 1/16/2017 12:48 PM

58 None 1/16/2017 12:43 PM

59 With needed parking decals from the town hall! 1/16/2017 12:34 PM

60 As many as you can fit 1/16/2017 12:11 PM

61 These spaces would be highly utilized for three months out of the year. Beyond that, it's just a big, paved parking lot --
an eyesore.

1/16/2017 12:07 PM

62 No more than 10!!! 1/16/2017 11:58 AM

63 I don't know. To determine this, I would want to see data for use of existing lots. 1/16/2017 7:57 AM

64 Im really not sure - I don't have enough information to make an informed decision on a specific number of parking
spaces

1/16/2017 7:56 AM

65 ZERO! 1/15/2017 9:08 PM

66 at the least 20 1/15/2017 5:03 PM

67 PYC has been able to park 75 cars on its lawn. We would not ever use the whole field. The town could allow a certain
number of times annually.

1/15/2017 1:53 PM

68 For water front use 1/15/2017 11:15 AM

69 No less than 10, more if the developer is creative. 1/15/2017 11:06 AM

70 new buyer should create parking 1/15/2017 9:23 AM

71 ii don't want parking but if you are going to do it i guess put as many spaces as possible 1/15/2017 8:46 AM

72 5 to 10 spaces? 1/14/2017 10:15 PM

73 as many as can be legally put in 1/14/2017 10:14 PM

74 I suggest park amenities such as swings. 1/14/2017 9:38 PM

75 None 1/14/2017 7:42 PM

76 Combine parking with underwood park 1/14/2017 7:29 PM

77 At least 20. More if space permits. 1/14/2017 6:58 PM

78 Property is too far from Town Lanfing to be helpful 1/14/2017 6:43 PM

79 Parking should be unified on one property or the other and should be enough to serve the park. Bear in mind that the
park should primarily serve the local residents.

1/14/2017 5:43 PM

80 Depends on what intentions for the park become. I would say anywhere between 10-20. 1/14/2017 5:36 PM

81 Again, for what reason? 1/14/2017 4:52 PM

82 not sure - it really depends on whether the town plans to invest in Underwood Park. Currently, there is no reason to go
there (unless you have a very, very small child). if the park remains as is, then no additional parking is needed. If there
are picnic tables, benches, a larger play ground, etc, I believe 10-20 additional parking spots would be appropriate.

1/14/2017 4:43 PM

83 Suggest survey to estimate. 1/14/2017 4:08 PM

84 None!!!! 1/14/2017 3:36 PM

85 None. Really don't think more parking is needed 1/14/2017 3:13 PM
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86 3-5 1/14/2017 3:02 PM

87 None!! 1/14/2017 1:47 PM

88 No "green/park" land should ever be devoted to parking. It's a bad idea. 1/14/2017 1:37 PM

89 10-15 total in combination w/Underwood (but in addition to the street parking) 1/14/2017 12:59 PM

90 I would prefer to keep parking to a minimum (either no more spaces or very very) so I answered no; however, a VERY
small number of spots (fewer than 5) if required by law in relation to civil engineering could be acceptable

1/14/2017 9:15 AM

91 None would be appropriate. 1/13/2017 2:50 PM

92 Keep land in its natural state. 1/13/2017 12:40 PM

93 Maximum parking spaces for the size of the lot 1/13/2017 12:17 PM

94 30 1/13/2017 11:53 AM

95 Don't feel they are needed 1/13/2017 11:39 AM

96 ONLY FOR A POOL 1/13/2017 11:14 AM

97 If we dedicate a gazebo, tennis court and a destination for family gatherings We may need 20 spaces 1/13/2017 10:29 AM

98 Seasonal Only, Gravel, Permit required, no overnight, No lighting. 1/13/2017 9:54 AM

99 40-50 or more 1/13/2017 9:02 AM

100 Less than 5 1/13/2017 8:25 AM

101 I see it as a space for day use boaters who put their boats in then have to park somewhere, maybe with a trailer, while
they spend the day on the water. I don't think overnight parking is appropriate because someone going for a weekend
or longer trip can take the time to take their car and trailer home. I think it would be very important to know how many
day use boaters need this space before deciding on numbers of spaces. This could easily be done on a trial basis for a
year or two before assigning a number of spaces needed.

1/13/2017 8:24 AM

102 as many as possible 1/13/2017 7:25 AM

103 40 1/13/2017 6:38 AM

104 more bike /babystroller than car 1/13/2017 5:41 AM

105 None 1/13/2017 1:54 AM

106 30-40 spaces 1/13/2017 12:49 AM

107 with boat trailers 1/13/2017 12:27 AM

108 None 1/12/2017 10:47 PM

109 0 1/12/2017 10:39 PM

110 0 1/12/2017 10:32 PM

111 I am not in a position to judge. How many are needed? 1/12/2017 10:10 PM

112 20+ spaces. I believe that Falmouth residents deserve access to the mooring field and parking spaces should be
provided

1/12/2017 9:50 PM

113 none 1/12/2017 9:23 PM

114 It would end up storing cars for long periods of time and have trailers on it 1/12/2017 8:06 PM

115 0 1/12/2017 7:53 PM

116 Should be laid out by a professional. 1/12/2017 7:35 PM

117 I think as many as possible. 20 is not too many, and trailer spaces take a lot of room, too. Permits required. 1/12/2017 6:49 PM

118 ZERO! 1/12/2017 6:40 PM

119 Please no more parking spots. 1/12/2017 6:04 PM

120 how much addtl recreational activity would be offered? 1/12/2017 5:42 PM

121 dont add parking but if you do, only 1 or 2 spots. 1/12/2017 5:08 PM
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122 What I find frustrating is that we have plenty of parking that is used by out of towners, with virtually no real penalty.
They park illegally all summer, and are willing to pay the small price of a parking ticket.

1/12/2017 5:07 PM

123 As many as possible. 1/12/2017 5:05 PM

124 None! There is plenty as is 1/12/2017 4:56 PM

125 plus boat trailer sites. 1/12/2017 4:50 PM

126 0 1/12/2017 4:48 PM

127 Or more! Include parking for boat trailers. 1/12/2017 4:44 PM

128 Would defer to town planner or police for # 1/12/2017 4:40 PM

129 I don't know what would be appropriate for the site 1/12/2017 4:38 PM

130 How about grass? 1/12/2017 3:53 PM

131 Not sure. . . depends upon what is decided/established on the lot. 1/12/2017 3:17 PM

132 100. If fishermen, sailors, and tourists showed up at Town Landing together, 100 would still not be sufficient. 1/12/2017 3:10 PM

133 more if trailers 1/12/2017 2:59 PM

134 Use as overflow parking for boat trailers when residents are using town boat ramp. 1/12/2017 2:57 PM

135 somewhere between 5 and 10 1/12/2017 2:45 PM

136 ZERO 1/12/2017 2:37 PM

137 0 1/12/2017 2:34 PM

138 20 would be good, as long as that is car and truck with no trailers. 1/12/2017 2:30 PM

139 More than 20 1/12/2017 2:30 PM

140 The more the better 1/12/2017 2:30 PM

141 none - it would be used by boaters 1/12/2017 2:29 PM

142 People dfon't pay attention to guidance or rules and it would end up being a sinkhole for our municipal services. Just
look at how well the town landing gets managed.

1/12/2017 2:29 PM

143 zero 1/12/2017 2:27 PM

144 less than 5; preferably 0 1/12/2017 2:23 PM

145 none 1/12/2017 2:23 PM

146 I don't have enough information to comment, but feel strongly that the Town should not convey any property interest in
the Property for private development or use

1/12/2017 2:21 PM

147 parking so people could use the playground and trails, not for town landing 1/12/2017 2:20 PM

148 preference is for none, the surveys found little need for additional parking 1/12/2017 2:19 PM

149 50 1/12/2017 2:13 PM

150 Why do we need more parking? This issue was discussed years ago to become overflow parking for Town Landing,
but most people did not think this was an issue.

1/12/2017 2:12 PM

151 no idea without seeing a site layout 1/12/2017 2:07 PM
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15.17% 61

11.69% 47

29.60% 119

22.14% 89

19.40% 78

6.97% 28

10.45% 42

Q5 If the Town were to create any new
parking on the 260 Foreside Road property,
do you have a preference what the surface
of that parking should consist of? Check all

that apply.
Answered: 402 Skipped: 37

Total Respondents: 402  

# Comment: Date

1 If the area was left open/ grass - it could provide occasional overflow parking. 2/5/2017 9:49 PM

2 Keep it simple 1/26/2017 6:12 PM

3 Although I don't favor this, grass if it came to that. 1/26/2017 4:14 PM

4 least invasive 1/25/2017 2:59 PM

5 Porous Pavement, like the Elementary School 1/24/2017 8:01 PM

No preference

Asphalt

Gravel

Grass pavers

Grass

Other (please
explain below)

No
opinion/Don’...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

No preference

Asphalt

Gravel

Grass pavers

Grass

Other (please explain below)

No opinion/Don’t know
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6 traffic resistant grasses are a fact of life and non offensive 1/24/2017 4:35 PM

7 I am adamantly opposed to using this space for parking 1/24/2017 2:10 PM

8 Any that would be asthetically appropriate to surrounding, use of property, low maintenance. 1/23/2017 6:23 PM

9 to keep the park as park like as possible 1/23/2017 3:36 PM

10 Something environmentally friendly. 1/23/2017 11:42 AM

11 Or dirt 1/22/2017 10:16 PM

12 NONE 1/22/2017 4:14 PM

13 No parking 1/22/2017 10:50 AM

14 More parking is unnecessary, expensive, and would only service a small fraction of residents (most of whom live
outside of the Town Landing neighborhood).

1/22/2017 10:39 AM

15 no parking 1/21/2017 4:15 PM

16 No parking spaces 1/21/2017 11:29 AM

17 None 1/20/2017 8:28 PM

18 NO PARKING 1/20/2017 7:57 PM

19 Keep it natural as possible. Mulch of the trees cut perhaps 1/20/2017 1:27 PM

20 Depends on what is dne with the rest of the land. 1/19/2017 11:00 AM

21 N/A 1/18/2017 9:05 PM

22 the lowest maintenance possible is perfectly fine 1/17/2017 8:16 PM

23 Prefer no parking. 1/17/2017 6:33 PM

24 not a huge fan of asphalt, but still the best surface 1/17/2017 2:37 PM

25 No parking - leave the surface as is. 1/17/2017 1:15 PM

26 permable surface. Grass Pavers? 1/17/2017 10:09 AM

27 At most grass/pavers. 1/17/2017 9:17 AM

28 No new parking 1/16/2017 7:32 PM

29 Start off simple, see how much it is used and take it from there. 1/16/2017 5:44 PM

30 an expense for years to come 1/16/2017 3:56 PM

31 See above 1/16/2017 1:32 PM

32 I would lean toward the most environment-friendly choice. 1/16/2017 1:27 PM

33 As low maintenance as possible 1/16/2017 12:48 PM

34 Minimize run off. Keep grass bc next to park. Maintain natural appearance 1/16/2017 11:58 AM

35 Nothing 1/16/2017 11:57 AM

36 Grass pavers sounds pretty but not sure what kind of maintenance is involved. Asphalt is convenient but not so cozy 1/16/2017 7:56 AM

37 This is a horrible idea!!! 1/15/2017 9:08 PM

38 Similar to the small parking area that currently serves Underwood Park 1/15/2017 8:59 AM

39 whatever is most environmentally friendly 1/15/2017 7:35 AM

40 No parking there a lot across from TLM & at the lot at the beach 1/14/2017 7:42 PM

41 Gravel or grass. Definitely, not asphalt. 1/14/2017 6:58 PM

42 Please don't turn this area into a parking lot. 1/14/2017 5:07 PM

43 No more parking please! 1/14/2017 3:36 PM

44 Please don't create more parking!! 1/14/2017 3:13 PM

45 We like the idea of grass/grass pavers, but sounds muddy in the spring or rain... 1/14/2017 3:02 PM
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46 Should be pourous (not impervious) 1/14/2017 12:59 PM

47 Easiest, no mud. 1/14/2017 12:06 PM

48 Again, I prefer not to waste the land on parking 1/14/2017 9:15 AM

49 No parking spaces 1/13/2017 2:50 PM

50 Grass would maintain the park ambiance. 1/13/2017 1:29 PM

51 Not asphalt. 1/13/2017 12:35 PM

52 Seasonal parking, grass paver , gravel / ( let water soak in ) 1/13/2017 11:53 AM

53 Again, please utilize this space for something other than parking 1/13/2017 11:39 AM

54 PERMEABLE SURFACE BUT NOT EXPENSIVE 1/13/2017 11:14 AM

55 This is open for opinion, given it may need to be plowed 1/13/2017 10:29 AM

56 just as long good access road made to water at town landing for residents only 1/13/2017 9:02 AM

57 Any surface that requires the least maintenance----the last thing we need is for our taxes to increase to maintain a
fancy surface. Stop thinking everything has to be the absolute best. Some of us can't afford to maintain that.

1/13/2017 7:51 AM

58 least maintenance, most eco appropriate - using/preserving and managing rainfall/ice 1/13/2017 5:41 AM

59 I like the recycled asphalt (re-road), but it's not always available. I would be interested in an alternative to asphalt, but
I think grass is not appropriate for a parking lot. It sounds muddy.

1/13/2017 12:27 AM

60 shell 1/12/2017 10:10 PM

61 Whatever works .you could have a designated spots for the park and access to a lots for additional spots for mooring
holders that don't need to be paved

1/12/2017 9:50 PM

62 No parking 1/12/2017 8:06 PM

63 Grass or gravel. Asphalt would be next choice. Less maintenance and less eye sore with gravel or grass and would
meet the need.

1/12/2017 6:49 PM

64 NO PARKING 1/12/2017 6:40 PM

65 Again, no more parking spots 1/12/2017 6:04 PM

66 Same as the park 1/12/2017 5:27 PM

67 The paving should be permiable. 1/12/2017 5:23 PM

68 Heavy vehicles are sometimes used to tow boat trailers, so the parking lot surface should be suitable for use by such
vehicles.

1/12/2017 4:44 PM

69 something eviromentally better than asphalt 1/12/2017 4:40 PM

70 due to run-off concerns, gravel would seem best 1/12/2017 4:38 PM

71 NOT ASPHALT 1/12/2017 4:21 PM

72 NO Additional Parking Is Needed!!!!! 1/12/2017 2:37 PM

73 I am fine with a cheaper option. 1/12/2017 2:30 PM

74 none 1/12/2017 2:29 PM

75 No asphalt products. Do not suffocate the soil and create a need to over inundated water control system already in
place.

1/12/2017 2:29 PM

76 Sell the property 1/12/2017 2:27 PM
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6.36% 25

26.97% 106

55.47% 218

11.20% 44

Q6 If the Town were to create any new
parking on the 260 Foreside Road property,
should there be limitations on what type of

vehicles can park there?
Answered: 393 Skipped: 46

Total 393

# Comment: Date

1 Designate parking for Underwood park 1/31/2017 6:42 PM

2 Ditto comment to #5 1/26/2017 4:14 PM

3 Absolutely no parking at 260 property 1/25/2017 2:59 PM

4 NO PARKING 1/24/2017 2:10 PM

5 Need more information on who would use. 1/23/2017 6:23 PM

6 But my understanding is that there isn't a need for additional boater related parking. 1/23/2017 11:42 AM

7 Cars and trucks trying to maneuver trailers in this area present a hazard to residents using Foreside Road and
Underwood Park for recreational purposes (e.g. walkers, runners, cyclists, children, pets)

1/22/2017 10:16 PM

8 NO PARKING 1/22/2017 4:14 PM

9 No parking 1/22/2017 10:50 AM

10 But really, no additional parking. 1/22/2017 10:39 AM

No limitations

Only standard
cars and...

Only standard
cars and...

No
opinion/Don’...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

No limitations

Only standard cars and pick-up trucks, including boat trailers

Only standard cars and pick-up trucks, but no boat trailers

No opinion/Don’t know
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11 no parking 1/21/2017 4:15 PM

12 None 1/21/2017 11:29 AM

13 Either the parking lot at town landing market or this new one should be for cars only, not both cars and trailers. 1/21/2017 8:03 AM

14 NO PARKING 1/20/2017 7:57 PM

15 I believe more spaces are needed for standard vehicles as opposed to vehicle/trailers. 1/20/2017 2:01 PM

16 Or we could mak all the boat trailers in this aarea and eliminate boat trailers across from town landing market. 1/20/2017 11:46 AM

17 Depends on number and space. Boat trailers take up significant space, so if parking is limited, then boat trailers would
need to be excluded.

1/19/2017 10:15 PM

18 maybe have a few boat trailer parking but limit the spaces 1/19/2017 3:33 PM

19 Maybe s few boat trailers. 1/19/2017 3:20 PM

20 depends on the design 1/19/2017 11:00 AM

21 N/A 1/18/2017 9:05 PM

22 Maybe modified spots for trailers/vehicles 1/18/2017 8:39 AM

23 we dont use boat trailers but there should be plenty of spots for boat trailers. The number of spots at the top of the hill
are so few - it's a far cry from what is needed.

1/17/2017 8:16 PM

24 why park trailers and overnight cars in a prime spot at the top of the hill? 1/17/2017 7:19 PM

25 None of the above. No parking 1/17/2017 1:15 PM

26 No extra parking 1/17/2017 10:30 AM

27 seasonaly only cars and pick up. off season, whatever 1/17/2017 10:09 AM

28 nothing. 1/17/2017 9:17 AM

29 Only a couple trailer slots out of 10-12 total. 1/16/2017 9:27 PM

30 No new parking 1/16/2017 7:32 PM

31 no parking 1/16/2017 3:56 PM

32 See above 1/16/2017 1:32 PM

33 Limit size of trailers 1/16/2017 11:58 AM

34 Right now Im not convenience #206 is the answer to Town Landing parking 1/16/2017 7:56 AM

35 Again, horrible idea!!! 1/15/2017 9:08 PM

36 Once again, this can be achieved at no cost to the Taxpayers. 1/15/2017 11:06 AM

37 Falmouth residents only 1/14/2017 7:42 PM

38 Cars, pick-up trucks and some limited space for boat trailers. 1/14/2017 6:58 PM

39 dont create another lot - Expand the spaces in Underwood park 1/14/2017 6:32 PM

40 Please, NO boat trailers!!! 1/14/2017 5:43 PM

41 I can't say it enough. 1/14/2017 5:07 PM

42 Please don't create parking! 1/14/2017 3:13 PM

43 No overnight parking 1/14/2017 12:59 PM

44 It seems you should have a designated area for boat trailers, maybe using this or the parking lot on Johnson Road 1/14/2017 12:49 PM

45 333 day limit boat trailers? Not for lengthy vacations. 1/14/2017 12:06 PM

46 Looks like the town is really leaning toward parking for this area! 1/14/2017 9:15 AM

47 No parking spaces 1/13/2017 2:50 PM

48 Only occasional parking for events. 1/13/2017 12:40 PM

49 public parking - self service fee - it would allow us to raise money and stop NON residents from parking down at town
landing

1/13/2017 11:20 AM
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50 However there should be special area for Trailers with no exceptions. 1/13/2017 10:58 AM

51 why so many questions about parking??? 1/13/2017 10:37 AM

52 not sure maybe boat trailer by permission There are only a few spaces &trailers would take away from car space. I
think 1st we want to service those who already have paid for a moring allowing access to their boat

1/13/2017 9:03 AM

53 Any parking should make a profit for the town. 1/13/2017 7:51 AM

54 encourage bike and baby carriages 1/13/2017 5:41 AM

55 Normal vehicles ( trucks, cars and SUVs ) and means of getting our boats in and out of the water should be
reasonable to happen in these parking lots

1/12/2017 9:50 PM

56 none 1/12/2017 9:23 PM

57 NO parking 1/12/2017 8:06 PM

58 As opposed to rv's or am I missing something? Generally no limitations desired, but people can't live there or park/
store their commercial equipment permanently there. Permits required.

1/12/2017 6:49 PM

59 Not overnight 1/12/2017 6:45 PM

60 NO PARKING 1/12/2017 6:40 PM

61 Falmouth residents with pass 1/12/2017 6:35 PM

62 No more parking 1/12/2017 6:04 PM

63 The Town Landing lot already accomodates trailers. 1/12/2017 5:05 PM

64 There is an area allready for trailers. 1/12/2017 5:03 PM

65 2 hour max, must have town of falmouth sticker 1/12/2017 4:56 PM

66 Parking for trailers and heavy tow vehicles is insufficient at the existing lot (across from Town Landing Market) and
adjacent to the landing itself.

1/12/2017 4:44 PM

67 should be short term . No trailer for several weeks 1/12/2017 4:43 PM

68 Eliminate trailer parking at the corner of Johnson/Rt 88 and move all trailer parking to 260 Foreside Road. If possible,
provide adequate spaces for trailers and create 10 or more spaces for cars/trucks.

1/12/2017 4:32 PM

69 Promote energy efficiency by making compact car only spaces. There should be no difference between Falmouth and
other residents.

1/12/2017 3:10 PM

70 Some space for trailer, space for cars/trucks 1/12/2017 2:51 PM

71 Why so many questions about parking. I cannot imagine any town landing neighbor wanting additional parking paces
and open space being paved. Would the Hurricaine Road farm area like a 3.3 acre area paved for parking?

1/12/2017 2:37 PM

72 none 1/12/2017 2:29 PM

73 How about... no parking!? 1/12/2017 2:29 PM

74 Sell the parcel. 1/12/2017 2:27 PM

75 Residents of Falmouth Only 1/12/2017 2:12 PM
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46.19% 176

17.85% 68

7.87% 30

10.24% 39

17.85% 68

Q7 If the Town were to create any new
parking on the 260 Foreside Road property,

should there be limitations (besides no
overnight parking) on when people can park

there?
Answered: 381 Skipped: 58

Total 381

# Comment: Date

1 See above, please 1/26/2017 4:14 PM

2 Absolutely no parking at 260 property 1/25/2017 2:59 PM

3 only seasonal and only on weekends 1/24/2017 2:50 PM

4 NO PARKING 1/24/2017 2:10 PM

5 additional over night parking is needed for water front, over night parking would have little effect 1/24/2017 12:12 PM

6 All year parking. Overnight parking with munimeter. Make it a bit pricey so people don't leave their vehicles there for
days but can pay to park if they go for an overnight on the boat

1/24/2017 6:38 AM

7 Need more information. 1/23/2017 6:23 PM

8 For park use ONLY 1/23/2017 3:36 PM

No limitations

Only seasonal
parking (i.e...

Only seasonal
parking on...

Other (please
explain below)

No
opinion/Don’...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

No limitations

Only seasonal parking (i.e. during the boating season)

Only seasonal parking on weekends, but not weekdays

Other (please explain below)

No opinion/Don’t know
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9 It should not be a parking lot. Everything around it is developed! 1/23/2017 11:42 AM

10 Resident-only parking, like on the street before the Mackworth Causeway 1/22/2017 10:16 PM

11 NO PARKING 1/22/2017 4:14 PM

12 2 hour limit 1/22/2017 11:19 AM

13 No parking 1/22/2017 10:50 AM

14 Please, for the love of everything that makes the neighborhood special, no more parking!!! 1/22/2017 10:39 AM

15 If parking there will draw more people to the Town Landing, then NO MORE PARKING 1/21/2017 2:22 PM

16 No parking 1/21/2017 11:29 AM

17 Why no overnight for folks who go on multi-day boat trips? Focus on mooring owners & the church. Get the church
cars off of the road.

1/20/2017 8:22 PM

18 NO PARKING 1/20/2017 7:57 PM

19 Permit only 1/20/2017 12:49 PM

20 Falmouth residents only! 1/20/2017 11:46 AM

21 Have not heard reasons yet that would indicate there is a need for limitations. 1/19/2017 10:15 PM

22 Wouldn't have to plow and maintain in the winter if it's only seasonal 1/19/2017 3:44 PM

23 town parking pass only 1/19/2017 3:33 PM

24 No parking at all except for the owners, since it would be privately owned. 1/18/2017 9:05 PM

25 should be primarily for residents of Falmouth during the day 1/18/2017 5:41 AM

26 why would you build something and then not use it if it was needed? 1/17/2017 7:19 PM

27 None of the above. Park at Underwood Park 1/17/2017 1:15 PM

28 No new parking period 1/17/2017 10:30 AM

29 residents only 1/17/2017 10:09 AM

30 Only people under 10yrs old can park there! 1/17/2017 9:17 AM

31 No new parking 1/16/2017 7:32 PM

32 no parking 1/16/2017 3:56 PM

33 See above 1/16/2017 1:32 PM

34 This survey seems to be skewed toward an assumption that extra parking at 260 Foreside adds to the existing Town
Landing parking. My preference is for new parking in this area to support the use of an expanded park. For example, if
a full-sized soccer field could be installed, more parking would be needed for players. Similarly, a gazebo would
suggest parking for event attendees.

1/16/2017 1:27 PM

35 People who use their boats may need overnight parking. It is not unreasonable. 1/16/2017 12:11 PM

36 again - not sure - seems like this is a big conversation / part of decision making 1/16/2017 7:56 AM

37 Looks like you guys already made up your minds to make it into parking. This is shameful. 1/15/2017 9:08 PM

38 with town permit 1/15/2017 5:03 PM

39 See comments above 1/15/2017 1:53 PM

40 Parking should be for Park use. 1/15/2017 12:46 PM

41 Falmouth town permit parking only 1/15/2017 11:15 AM

42 Limited to snow weather conditions, which changes from year to year. 1/15/2017 11:06 AM

43 Should be restricted for park users. Not overflow for boaters. 1/14/2017 5:36 PM

44 No overnight 1/14/2017 4:45 PM

45 Seasonal parking with sticker 1/14/2017 4:08 PM

46 Please don't create more parking! 1/14/2017 3:13 PM
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47 Only Falmouth resident parking, no overnights 1/14/2017 3:02 PM

48 I do not believe there is a major parking issue in the area. 1/14/2017 1:37 PM

49 Daytime only? OK for commuters via bus to Portland? 1/14/2017 12:06 PM

50 No parking spaces 1/13/2017 2:50 PM

51 Only occasional parking for events. 1/13/2017 12:40 PM

52 public parking - self service fee - it would allow us to raise money and stop NON residents from parking down at town
landing

1/13/2017 11:20 AM

53 Parking is Parking and should be available any time. It helps all of us. Over night on snow days. Or overnight sailing
trips.

1/13/2017 10:58 AM

54 Not to be used for overflow parking for those using Town Landing boat access 1/13/2017 10:29 AM

55 June through Sept. 1/13/2017 9:54 AM

56 Important to give people a safe place to park. If this lot does not allow for overnight parking then the cars parked on TL
rd should be ticketed. Leaving the question where can one park if they want to overnight on their boat

1/13/2017 9:03 AM

57 falmouth families year round park so can go for walks 1/13/2017 9:02 AM

58 No town landing parking two hour limit no parking after dark 1/13/2017 8:25 AM

59 Only during the boating season. And for occasional special occasions, such as when a neighborhood fami used it last
summer(I assume with town approval) for a family reunion.

1/13/2017 8:24 AM

60 Resident parking only 1/13/2017 8:22 AM

61 Dont understand what seasonal has to do with a few spaces? 1/13/2017 7:41 AM

62 collect a 24 hour parking fee using automated meter to subsidize maintenance 1/13/2017 7:25 AM

63 Only on high volume holidays 1/13/2017 7:03 AM

64 free for residents/pay to park for others 1/13/2017 5:41 AM

65 I see most usage on weekends but midweek usage of fields and walking paths year round. 1/13/2017 12:49 AM

66 Don't want any more traffic on Foreside road 1/12/2017 10:47 PM

67 yes, never. It should be a space for people to get to by foot. It is a neighborhood park. 1/12/2017 10:39 PM

68 try it out in some fashion to see what works 1/12/2017 10:10 PM

69 Anyone holding a Falmouth morning permit should be allowed to stay overnight in parking spaces on site. Uses for
both in Casco Bay include camping in visiting islands. Commercial use also should not be excluded. They should have
the forefront of rights to these parking spaces

1/12/2017 9:50 PM

70 no parking. sell the property for return to tax role 1/12/2017 9:23 PM

71 The park should be open every day. 1/12/2017 9:19 PM

72 NO PARKING 1/12/2017 8:06 PM

73 Still need overnight somewhere for overnight boating! 1/12/2017 6:49 PM

74 NO PARKING 1/12/2017 6:40 PM

75 No parking 1/12/2017 6:04 PM

76 Park hours, Dawn to Dusk 1/12/2017 5:42 PM

77 no parking 1/12/2017 5:08 PM

78 Only resident parking -- tightly enforced with high fines 1/12/2017 5:07 PM

79 many people enjoy walking Route 88 on and off season, so this would offer parking. 1/12/2017 5:05 PM

80 Sorry answer went in above space...2 hour limit, town of falmouth sticker 1/12/2017 4:56 PM

81 Why prevent use of a parking lot for parking? 1/12/2017 4:44 PM

82 For park not boating 1/12/2017 4:40 PM

83 I don't think parking should be the priority. There's a parking lot across from Town Landing Market. 1/12/2017 4:23 PM
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84 No boat trailers - standard cars, pick-up trucks. Good idea to add a bike rack too. 1/12/2017 3:17 PM

85 Seasonality will depend on plowing. Up to public works. Summer is the main stress. 1/12/2017 3:10 PM

86 might also have parking to access underwood park in winter? 1/12/2017 2:45 PM

87 No Parking Is Needed 1/12/2017 2:37 PM

88 Why not have overnight parking for mooring owners? 1/12/2017 2:30 PM

89 none 1/12/2017 2:29 PM

90 Only locals. Period. 1/12/2017 2:29 PM

91 Sell the parcel 1/12/2017 2:27 PM

92 no parking 1/12/2017 2:23 PM

93 discourage use for town landing - maybe by a 2 or 3 hour time limit. Overnight absolutely not needed 1/12/2017 2:20 PM

94 For people with moorings at town landing 1/12/2017 2:08 PM

95 But town should not be required to plow to provide for year round parking 1/12/2017 2:07 PM
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7.78% 33

55.90% 237

15.33% 65

20.99% 89

Q8 Should the Town reconfigure the
existing parking spaces at Underwood Park

to improve vehicular circulation?
Answered: 424 Skipped: 15

Total 424

# Comment: Date

1 This would be better than using the new property for parking. 2/5/2017 9:49 PM

2 I see no need to add parking What is there is not much used 2/2/2017 4:23 PM

3 Doesn't seem to be a problem most of the time-- so save the money it would cost to reconfigure 1/29/2017 6:34 AM

4 If we get additional parking at 260, then we can do with less parking at the park. 1/26/2017 8:56 PM

5 As in Q3 and Q4, two to four additional spaces might be created with improvement of vehicular circulation at
Underwood park only.

1/25/2017 2:59 PM

6 More information, please. 1/23/2017 6:23 PM

7 Only if it doesn't take from the park atmosphere 1/23/2017 3:36 PM

8 no parking 1/21/2017 4:15 PM

9 Yes the parking area is poorly configured. Take that lot and add 50 spaces. 1/20/2017 11:46 AM

10 Do whatever it takes to provide as much extra town landing parking as possible. 1/19/2017 3:20 PM

11 Yes and add parking. 1/18/2017 8:31 PM

Yes, but do
not create a...

Yes, and if
that results...

No

No
opinion/Don’...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes, but do not create any additional parking spaces

Yes, and if that results in a few extra parking spaces, that is OK

No

No opinion/Don’t know
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12 I can't get it to print larger so I can read it. I would like to see part of the land be used to enlarge the park and have
some swings f/ young children. Some could be sold f/ a nice house lot which would be some income f/ the town w/ real
estate taxes. E. Anita Noyes

1/17/2017 8:26 PM

13 many of us are avid boaters who spend the night out and need adequate and allowable overnight parking - without
getting a ticket.

1/17/2017 8:16 PM

14 whatever is needed to accommodate the needs 1/17/2017 7:19 PM

15 I've never had any problem with the parking at Underwood Park. I don't think we need to spend any money for
changes. No improvement is needed.

1/17/2017 6:33 PM

16 It's been many years that any attention has been paid to the Underwood parking area. It could be reformatted so that
cars can easily enter and exit. It is now designed for 4 cars. A few more spaces would be ok.

1/17/2017 1:15 PM

17 And pave it to match the new parking 1/16/2017 4:48 PM

18 See above 1/16/2017 1:32 PM

19 Maintain safety for kids at the park 1/16/2017 11:58 AM

20 The parking area could be improved, and a few additional spots would be useful if the park is expanded. 1/16/2017 11:31 AM

21 Need to provide off street parking and it would be best it were sheild from abutters 1/15/2017 12:46 PM

22 Let a developer present creative optlons. 1/15/2017 11:06 AM

23 I don't see anything special about the current parking arrangement at Underwood Park. If it's a parking area, configure
it for maximum usage.

1/15/2017 8:59 AM

24 Not if it eliminates parking spaces. 1/14/2017 6:58 PM

25 Would be good to convert for better drop off and pick up for park users but not parking assuming the other lot gains
additional parking. If no parking in other lot then yes you should create better parking situation there

1/14/2017 5:36 PM

26 Fine the way it is 1/14/2017 3:13 PM

27 There is no need. This is a non-issue. 1/14/2017 1:37 PM

28 If additional parking resulted from a reconfiguration I would prefer for it to be here, at the edge of the park to preserve
as much of the natural space as possible

1/14/2017 9:15 AM

29 Yes but only to maximize the Park use and the Parking. 1/13/2017 10:58 AM

30 Only if improvements are needed. 1/13/2017 8:24 AM

31 Absolutely!! 1/13/2017 7:03 AM

32 The circle is too tight for those with big vehicles. 1/13/2017 12:49 AM

33 There is rarely a parking problem but if it becomes a park, then yes, reconfiguring will be a good idea 1/12/2017 10:39 PM

34 I favor "angled in" parking along the 88 frontage only, eliminating the existing circle. 1/12/2017 10:09 PM

35 This question is confusing. If you need to reconfigure parking at the site do so to make more efficiency in parking and
traffic. But please make more parking

1/12/2017 9:50 PM

36 The last thing we need in the area is more parking, how about a sidewalk first, or a park. 1/12/2017 6:40 PM

37 Current parking layout is poor. 1/12/2017 4:44 PM

38 Yes, the current configuration is not vehicle friendly. Most park users walk!!! 1/12/2017 2:37 PM
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48.12% 205

30.75% 131

21.13% 90

Q9 Should the Town install a gazebo or
platform for small events at 260 Foreside

Road or Underwood Park?
Answered: 426 Skipped: 13

Total 426

# Comment: Date

1 This would be nice, especially if we retain 260. 1/26/2017 8:56 PM

2 Absolutely not. Retain the little neighborhood park feel. 1/25/2017 2:59 PM

3 would allow greater us of park for families 1/24/2017 12:12 PM

4 Prefer the idea of a gazebo since it would provide shelter in the event of rain. 1/24/2017 11:06 AM

5 Would want to see what that might look like. 1/23/2017 6:23 PM

6 A Gazebo would be wonderful ALONG with a Fountain 1/23/2017 3:36 PM

7 I am not an area resident. Abutters should weigh in on this. But also, abutters should also recognize that parking at
260 Foreside Road is also absolutely necessary.

1/20/2017 2:01 PM

8 Who would use a gazebo? More to maintain. 1/20/2017 11:46 AM

9 if you have to build something- it should be this 1/20/2017 11:05 AM

10 Not familiar enough with events currently offered at the Park. 1/19/2017 10:15 PM

11 That would be nice but not a necessity. 1/19/2017 2:57 PM

12 Only if it becomes part of the park, but isn't there already a gazebo over by the rinks? Is that even used for much? 1/18/2017 8:39 AM

13 only if it doesnt take away from desperately needed town landing parking 1/17/2017 8:16 PM

14 we need a place for Rock Concerts to be held! 1/17/2017 7:19 PM

Yes

No

No
opinion/Don’...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No

No opinion/Don’t know
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15 Some people that live there may not want to hear every thing that goes on there and yet we build one and then as
another one .. no one care for it and then it will be something else that needs to be fixed .. look at what was done to
the little park behind Walmart..And then someone else comes along and wants something else built like another Ice
Rink!

1/17/2017 3:16 PM

16 Absolutely not. This is a neighborhood park, not a destination park. 1/17/2017 1:15 PM

17 I don't think a gazebo is needed, if you want to do small events, have someone do tents. 1/17/2017 9:17 AM

18 Not essential at this time 1/16/2017 9:27 PM

19 Possibly in Park 1/16/2017 7:32 PM

20 Sure it sounds nice 1/16/2017 5:44 PM

21 Sounds like fun if it can be kept low key and family centered 1/16/2017 11:58 AM

22 DEFINITELY NOT 1/16/2017 7:57 AM

23 If you do that you need more parking - have you seen Halloween at Underwood - Parking decisions seem to be what
drives how the park is used so the really questions is, it seems to me - if the town keeps #206 what is it's purpose?

1/16/2017 7:56 AM

24 neat idea to make a community center 1/15/2017 1:53 PM

25 Useless 1/15/2017 12:46 PM

26 Absolutely. 1/15/2017 11:29 AM

27 Need some shade cover 1/15/2017 7:35 AM

28 Excellent idea! 1/14/2017 6:58 PM

29 A gazebo would be a nice place for kids and adults to hang out. A gathering spot. 1/14/2017 5:43 PM

30 Yes! And more playground equipment. The playground is totally lame. 1/14/2017 5:07 PM

31 Yes - absolutely yes. Yarmouth and Cumberland are COMMUNITIES because there are places for people to gather.
Falmouth is a town (a bedroom community for Portland, at best) because we are isolated without sidewards, a park, a
place to gather.

1/14/2017 4:43 PM

32 This would be a wonderful addition to the Park. It could be such a beautiful gathering place. 1/14/2017 3:36 PM

33 Sure! Not a deal breaker, though... 1/14/2017 3:02 PM

34 This would be wonderful and a reasonable investment level. 1/14/2017 2:30 PM

35 Absolutely. This would bring the community closer together and provide a place for activities. 1/14/2017 1:37 PM

36 We have this type of thing elsewhere in town, not needed. 1/14/2017 12:59 PM

37 Isn't there already a gazebo near Falmouth Ice? 1/14/2017 12:49 PM

38 I guess it would depend on the installation and related costs, as well as the planned use 1/14/2017 9:15 AM

39 Does the one by the ice areana ge used? 1/13/2017 2:50 PM

40 That would be a lovely place for a gazebo. Much better than behind WalMart. 1/13/2017 12:40 PM

41 That would be great! 1/13/2017 12:28 PM

42 Not at the expense of a play space for sports/older kids to be in 1/13/2017 11:39 AM

43 WE NEED A POOL!!!!!!!!!!!!! NO MORE LIBRARY SPENDING. ADDRESS THE INTERESTS AND NEEDS OF
EVERYONE NOT JUST THE ELDERLY

1/13/2017 11:14 AM

44 Wonderful idea, and maybe a center for town parades, i.e. Memorial Day parade, concerts 1/13/2017 10:29 AM

45 A gazebo or picnic shelter would be perfect. Would be good if it did not break up the existing ladlrge field to keep
open

1/13/2017 8:25 AM

46 Is the town's gazebo used enough to make this a realistic need?. 1/13/2017 8:24 AM

47 This town has never seen a project it doesn't like. Why oh why do we need a gazebo? 1/13/2017 7:51 AM

48 encourage outdoor performances/plays/gatherings/community races and events 1/13/2017 5:41 AM

49 I think something more dynamic could be created 1/13/2017 1:54 AM

50 maybe 1/12/2017 10:39 PM
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51 if it would get used and maintained. Not sure there is a demand, but if there is, then this might be a good idea. 1/12/2017 10:10 PM

52 Gazebo? 1/12/2017 9:50 PM

53 return to tax role 1/12/2017 9:23 PM

54 I would be open to this if others have requested it. 1/12/2017 6:49 PM

55 No need 1/12/2017 5:05 PM

56 We do not need to add any expences to the town. ie. trash- toilet --- 1/12/2017 5:03 PM

57 Builds community! 1/12/2017 4:56 PM

58 That would be a nice feature, but one might qant to know how much it would be used -vs- the maintenance costs 1/12/2017 4:38 PM

59 The town already has a gazebo that is underutilized. 1/12/2017 4:23 PM

60 Offering a shaded option is great for picnics. 1/12/2017 3:17 PM

61 Wonderful idea as a community gathering spot, bandstand, theater performance area etc 1/12/2017 2:36 PM

62 Only if they make evryone park at the falmouth shopping center and get shuttled over! 1/12/2017 2:29 PM

63 Too expensive to maintain and kids will vandalize. 1/12/2017 2:27 PM

64 Great idea, but why not do it at existing Underwood Park? 1/12/2017 2:23 PM

65 The Town should install a gazebo for events on its Town Square property next to Motz Community Center 1/12/2017 2:21 PM

66 this should be a gathering spot and destination. when combined with Town Landing and the Market, this should be a
place for people to visit, stay, relax, eat drink etc

1/12/2017 2:21 PM

67 would prefer use of a temporary stage if it ever comes up. Don't see how parking could accomodate a large gathering
anyway

1/12/2017 2:20 PM

68 That would be great! I'll even design it for free if that helps - could even build it at cost 1/12/2017 2:12 PM

69 There is already an unused gazebo behind Walmart, not sure why we need another one 1/12/2017 2:12 PM

70 I don't believe it would be sufficiently utilized. 1/12/2017 2:09 PM
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41.08% 175

20.19% 86

38.73% 165

Q10 Should the Town improve the existing
play equipment at Underwood Park?

Answered: 426 Skipped: 13

Total 426

# Comment: Date

1 Expand the woodchip area, install monkey bars and swing set. This area is fortunate to attract young families who will
enhance the vitality of this community - Falmouth should support that demographic by providing facilities for children,
parents, grandparents, and other caregivers.

2/5/2017 9:49 PM

2 Swing sets, jungle gym, climbing wall 2/5/2017 9:22 PM

3 More options. 2/4/2017 9:47 PM

4 larger playground. other than that a wide open grass field would be great! 2/3/2017 3:37 PM

5 New, improved maze-craze? (no splinters) 2/2/2017 4:24 PM

6 Updated 2/2/2017 4:23 PM

7 Tennis courts, basketball hoop, small child play equipment 2/2/2017 10:44 AM

8 More equipment & Multi-age equipment 1/30/2017 5:02 PM

9 Diversify play equipment for other activities: swing set, trampoline. 1/30/2017 11:37 AM

10 A playground that is more fun for older children, swings, benches situated near the plates for parents 1/30/2017 10:05 AM

11 Should be bigger and have more variety. 1/29/2017 11:03 AM

12 Upgrade the structure, swings should definitely be included but slides and climbing areas 1/26/2017 6:12 PM

13 Please see above also 1/26/2017 4:14 PM

14 Preferably no. The park has a little kids feel that I think should be retained. 1/25/2017 2:59 PM

15 more extensive playgound, basketball court would be great 1/24/2017 7:20 PM

Yes (please
indicate bel...

No

No
opinion/Don’...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes (please indicate below what improvements you are thinking of)

No

No opinion/Don’t know
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16 Our kids would have appreciated more creative play equipment. It's fairly basic at the moment. 1/24/2017 6:59 PM

17 park is a great asset for young children and families 1/24/2017 12:12 PM

18 Update 1/24/2017 6:38 AM

19 No not at this time, concentrate on #9 with benches and tables 1/23/2017 3:36 PM

20 A swing set for sure! 1/23/2017 11:42 AM

21 Not the play equipment but move the benches so that parents can watch their children on the play equipment. 1/20/2017 8:22 PM

22 New playground and swings. No other public structures like that exist on that side of town :( 1/20/2017 1:35 PM

23 Swings 1/20/2017 12:22 PM

24 Yes, but i'm not sure what kind of use it gets. Big spiderweb thing like yarmouth has. 1/20/2017 11:46 AM

25 Add swings, and a splash pad/wading pool, picnic tables 1/20/2017 11:01 AM

26 Maybe add more equipment 1/19/2017 11:00 AM

27 More play equipment for small toddlers. There aren't even any toddler friendly swings there, let along any crawl spaces
or things like that.

1/18/2017 2:30 PM

28 Maybe they could move "kids world" from the old elementary school there 1/18/2017 8:39 AM

29 I have not been to this park, so I say if it needs to be improved in order to make i safer and better for children do so. 1/17/2017 3:16 PM

30 Add swings, monkey bars. 1/17/2017 3:10 PM

31 some improvements would be nice 1/17/2017 2:37 PM

32 basketball court 1/17/2017 2:36 PM

33 None of the above. I think the current setup is satisfactory. I'm not strictly against more play equipment but I believe
that others like swings need upkeep and may cause liability.

1/17/2017 1:15 PM

34 It's fine 1/17/2017 11:53 AM

35 Slight Expansion of playground 1/17/2017 11:36 AM

36 Swings are definitely needed! 1/17/2017 9:17 AM

37 Tennis court 1/16/2017 8:41 PM

38 I think the town landing people might like it but only if parking is expanded. That way people from West Falmouth can
use the play ground.

1/16/2017 5:44 PM

39 Yes PLEASE. A swing set would be appreciated. 1/16/2017 4:48 PM

40 I would defer to those with children who are actively using the facility. 1/16/2017 1:27 PM

41 The play equipment appears to be in good shape. More recreational facilities, like a tennis/basketball court would be
appreciated.

1/16/2017 12:07 PM

42 Whatever is required for safety 1/16/2017 11:58 AM

43 The park should include a play structure with swings (including at least one baby swing). An additional climbing play
structure designed for younger children would also be a good addition to the park.

1/16/2017 11:31 AM

44 Create a skatepark next to the playground for the older kids to have a space to do outside activities 1/16/2017 10:25 AM

45 Good discussion 1/16/2017 7:56 AM

46 Add swings to the playground area and a trash can 1/16/2017 6:51 AM

47 The equipment there is fine; add more recreational facilities. 1/15/2017 9:08 PM

48 Bike park 1/15/2017 7:43 PM

49 It might be better to have one by the VFW 1/15/2017 4:49 PM

50 Swing sets 1/15/2017 1:17 PM

51 Adult work out stations around the play ground for parents. 1/15/2017 12:46 PM

52 Expand existing playground. If space allows a small sports court, tennis, 1/15/2017 11:29 AM
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53 Only if it's outdated and in need of repair/safety improvements 1/15/2017 8:59 AM

54 Just replace as needed due to wear 1/15/2017 7:35 AM

55 Swings, climbing maze, one of those rope climbing things like the one at Reiche school in Portland 1/14/2017 10:15 PM

56 Infant and toddler swing(s) 1/14/2017 9:40 PM

57 swings 1/14/2017 9:38 PM

58 Swing set, splash pad, expanded playset 1/14/2017 8:59 PM

59 A much bigger playground with more equipment, swings and climbing wall. 1/14/2017 8:43 PM

60 update play structure, possible bathroom, foutain for drinking water, picnic tables 1/14/2017 8:30 PM

61 If it warrants. 1/14/2017 6:58 PM

62 The removal of the previous play equipment was a mistake. Swings and slides! 1/14/2017 5:43 PM

63 Yes, bigger and for a variety of age groups. Perhaps 2-3 structures including swings and jungle gym equipment. Good
to have "stations". Good equipment manufacturer is Kompan. We used them for a playground we installed in NH. Very
enviro friendly.

1/14/2017 5:36 PM

64 See above. Swings. Climbing structure. Splash pad. Obstacle course. 1/14/2017 5:07 PM

65 It could have more playground equipment. 1/14/2017 4:52 PM

66 The current structure is for infants and toddlers. Promote health and community by expanding the age appropriateness
of the structure to include older kids.

1/14/2017 4:43 PM

67 A bigger playground would be wonderful and with the fence around it. It's a little bit scary to have it not fenced with
people driving so fast on 88. Some more benches and maybe some workout stations would be nice too. And I can see
Bill is an absolute must. Think about the opportunity for concerts or town gatherings there.

1/14/2017 3:36 PM

68 add additional space and high quality playground equipment 1/14/2017 3:13 PM

69 Swings would be great and something a little bit bigger for bigger kuds 1/14/2017 3:13 PM

70 Please please please add a swing set (4 person). Maybe a rock wall (input from 9 year old). The playset that there is
fine; it's just small and for younger kids only.

1/14/2017 3:02 PM

71 The playground is just incredibly boring for any kid over the age of about two. It would be nice to have something that
was appropriate at least for kids in elementary school.

1/14/2017 2:30 PM

72 I have two children ages 4.5 and 2 (and one on the way) and we barely use the park even though we are just a walk
away. Something similar to Payson Park in Portland would be ideal (swings, play structure, splash pad).

1/14/2017 1:49 PM

73 See question 2 1/14/2017 1:47 PM

74 A larger play structure and swings 1/14/2017 1:46 PM

75 The so-called "playground" there isn't enough to keep children entertained and is far below the standard of what other
towns do. Falmouth could do much better, but chooses not.

1/14/2017 1:37 PM

76 General upgrade, add swings. 1/14/2017 12:59 PM

77 Skate park!! The park would benefit kids as young as 4- teen years. Let's give our kids something to do! A place to
go!!

1/14/2017 9:40 AM

78 The existing equipment is fine for really little kids. I'd love for there to be something fun for older kids, teens, and
adults. Basketball courts, horseshoe pits, picnic tables. I'd like a variety of things so we can enjoy the outdoors
together as a community

1/14/2017 9:15 AM

79 Add swings 1/13/2017 10:06 PM

80 The current setup is great for younger kids (which I appreciate), but it'd be nice to have separate structures for older
kids so the area can be used for children of all ages. I wouldnt want the modifications to result in not having a space
for younger children.

1/13/2017 12:35 PM

81 More swings and things children would enjoy. 1/13/2017 12:28 PM

82 BUILD A POOL. I RARELY SEE ANYONE THERE 1/13/2017 11:14 AM

83 there are NO swings, and the play structure is very small, geared towards toddlers. lets make something for bigger
kids!!

1/13/2017 10:37 AM
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84 Something small, with a more natural appearance, with benches and landscaping. 1/13/2017 10:36 AM

85 We should see some ideas and thoughts from those with small children 1/13/2017 10:29 AM

86 Wooden Fitness course 1/13/2017 9:54 AM

87 Swings and a climbing gym (spiderweb) a larger slide for bigger kids 1/13/2017 8:25 AM

88 I have always thought there should be a basketball hoop or two (without lights). A tennis court (without lights) would be
fantastic, using the park at Falmouth/Winn Rd. as a model. A place local kids could ride their bikes to for outdoor
activity.

1/13/2017 8:24 AM

89 More features for wider age range 1/13/2017 8:22 AM

90 Is it extensively used now? Why put more $ into it? 1/13/2017 8:13 AM

91 This is a wealthy town with myriad opportunities for play. Most children play on private property. 1/13/2017 7:51 AM

92 If needed due to condition. 1/13/2017 7:25 AM

93 The existing play equipment does not cater for a range of ages and is too limited in scale 1/13/2017 1:54 AM

94 basketball court, roller blade area..something for middle-schoolers who need space as well as toddlers. This structure
is well over 15 years and very limiting.

1/12/2017 10:39 PM

95 Please! Swings and a real play ground. I would like to have place to sit and eat too. 1/12/2017 10:32 PM

96 yes please! Anything to get kids off technology and actually interact with other human beings. 1/12/2017 9:50 PM

97 only to achieve adherence to current requirements 1/12/2017 9:23 PM

98 Swing set 1/12/2017 9:02 PM

99 swings - 1/12/2017 8:06 PM

100 something for older kids, basketball or skateboard ramp 1/12/2017 7:53 PM

101 I would want a professional to evaluate the existing equipment and layout 1/12/2017 7:35 PM

102 Equipment that engages not only younger children, but equipment for older children in middle and high school 1/12/2017 7:22 PM

103 Not my interest but would be open to this if others are requesting this. 1/12/2017 6:49 PM

104 Basketball hoop 1/12/2017 6:45 PM

105 Bigger playground for the kids 1/12/2017 6:40 PM

106 Upgrade the playground 1/12/2017 6:35 PM

107 Swing set please! 1/12/2017 6:04 PM

108 See comments above. 1/12/2017 5:42 PM

109 Never used the park, only if it is time to replace. 1/12/2017 5:27 PM

110 Swings 1/12/2017 4:37 PM

111 Upgrade and expand 1/12/2017 4:36 PM

112 Something similiar to what is at the East End Park in Portland 1/12/2017 4:34 PM

113 Add some more equipment - not a lot, but maybe more swings 1/12/2017 4:29 PM

114 I still like the idea of building a public pool. Scary!!! 1/12/2017 4:23 PM

115 Add more equipment for different child age groups (toddlers, grade school age, etc.) 1/12/2017 4:14 PM

116 Swings, other climbing equipment 1/12/2017 4:00 PM

117 Soccer field, basketball court, compost toilet 1/12/2017 3:39 PM

118 safe and fun 1/12/2017 3:33 PM

119 Adding swings would be ideal 1/12/2017 3:17 PM

120 Swing set. Climbing structure. 1/12/2017 3:14 PM

121 natural play area 1/12/2017 3:05 PM

122 swings, more slides 1/12/2017 3:03 PM
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123 Modern or updates playground equipment that will draw in families 1/12/2017 2:53 PM

124 accessible play/tactile 1/12/2017 2:51 PM

125 A modern, larger playground would be great. I bet area parents would even be willing to pay for it. It would be a great
place for the community to convene and is very underutilized (likely because the facilities are very minimal)

1/12/2017 2:51 PM

126 Swings. 1/12/2017 2:38 PM

127 Remove existing and replace with more natural materials. Large boulders and wood. Nothing elaborate. Keep it simple 1/12/2017 2:36 PM

128 swings 1/12/2017 2:34 PM

129 Swings, more playground equipment 1/12/2017 2:30 PM

130 A larger, more extensive playground set and a basketball court would be great! 1/12/2017 2:30 PM

131 Play structures are obsolete 1/12/2017 2:27 PM

132 more! some swings? 1/12/2017 2:23 PM

133 the play equipment is quite nice as it is 1/12/2017 2:21 PM

134 swings! larger play structure (that is geared for kids older than pre-school. Potentially add basketball hoop (not court) 1/12/2017 2:21 PM

135 i like the open fields for kids. there aren't many open spaces like that in the foreside area 1/12/2017 2:20 PM

136 It would be nice to see a park in the most densely populated part of Falmouth be of at least the same standard as the
equipment by the Oceanview retirement development. More optimally, a more modern free play, natural play
installation would be a true asset in the town.

1/12/2017 2:19 PM

137 Swings, better climbing equipment 1/12/2017 2:17 PM

138 The playground is pretty old and basic - especially for the neighborhood it's in - would be nice to see a new, safe play
space

1/12/2017 2:12 PM

139 better gymnasium contraption 1/12/2017 2:11 PM
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75.93% 328

14.81% 64

9.26% 40

Q11 Should the Town install dog waste bag
dispensers at Underwood Park and/or 260

Foreside Road?
Answered: 432 Skipped: 7

Total 432

# Comment: Date

1 This would be great. Dogs are great but they shouldnt be able to wreck the place for everyone else! 2/5/2017 9:49 PM

2 In my experience, people who don't bring their own bags don't care where their dogs poop. 1/30/2017 9:37 AM

3 PLEASE! Most folks are extremely considerate...but it only takes one bad pooper to ruin that 1/29/2017 6:34 AM

4 not if it adds more expenses to property taxes 1/27/2017 12:33 PM

5 If there is a problem, then we should. 1/26/2017 8:56 PM

6 People can/should bring their own. They are not helpless. 1/26/2017 4:14 PM

7 Absolutely no. In my experience the bags increase litter. 1/25/2017 2:59 PM

8 yes, people are lazy and won't dispose of properly 1/25/2017 2:19 PM

9 I suggest that this should be the case in all areas where trails are used for walking dogs. I walk my dog there every
day and I would be amenable to paying more for my dog license to be designated for the necessary installation and
emptying of bins.

1/24/2017 2:10 PM

10 if available most will use them 1/24/2017 12:12 PM

11 owners should provide there own 1/23/2017 3:36 PM

12 Great Idea. This space should be used for family including their dogs and we should help and encourage them to pick
up after dog use.

1/22/2017 4:14 PM

13 People should bring their own bags. Should I pay for grocery bags and then have the town give out dog poop bags for
free ?!

1/20/2017 8:28 PM

Yes

No

No
opinion/Don’...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses
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14 People should be responsible for picking up after their animals; and if they do not, they should be fined (and a notice
posted about this).

1/20/2017 2:01 PM

15 People need to clean up after their pets. 1/20/2017 11:46 AM

16 I say yes but then most people just leave them for someone else to pick up. 1/19/2017 3:33 PM

17 Underwood Park only 1/18/2017 9:05 PM

18 YES! 1/17/2017 8:16 PM

19 is ther one at Town Landing? only if your gonna put a poop chute in also 1/17/2017 7:19 PM

20 yes but it does not matter where one goes people are too lazy to take care of their own doggie doo doo!..please take a
walk around some neighborhoods and existing parks!

1/17/2017 3:16 PM

21 It should be dog owners expense and responsibility. 1/17/2017 1:15 PM

22 PLEASE!!!! 1/17/2017 9:58 AM

23 People pick up their waste, you put in dispensers, people will just dump their "crap" at it. 1/17/2017 9:17 AM

24 Yes. And if you really want people to clean up - check out the fancy dog waste container at Portland's Quarry dog
park on the Falmouth/ Portland line

1/16/2017 7:56 AM

25 I'd ask: do they install them in any other part of town where dogs are constantly walked? 1/16/2017 7:43 AM

26 People who own dogs should pick up after them. Just like people with children! Tax payers should not have to supply
the bags

1/15/2017 5:03 PM

27 And at town landing as well. Dog feces on the pier and docks is disgusting. I would feel the same seeing it at
Underwood.

1/15/2017 4:49 PM

28 Provide a disposal container too. 1/15/2017 12:46 PM

29 Good idea. 1/15/2017 8:59 AM

30 Probably need them at all public parks. It's a cost but also a health issue 1/15/2017 7:35 AM

31 it would likely limit the number of bags left on the beach and side of road if you did. 1/14/2017 4:43 PM

32 Recommend if you take it in, you take it out. 1/14/2017 4:08 PM

33 most dog owners know to bring their own doggie bags for this, and if they don't they will. 1/14/2017 3:13 PM

34 "There is dog poop all over that field...." 1/14/2017 3:02 PM

35 Does such a dispenser incent people to leave waste bags behind??? 1/14/2017 12:59 PM

36 Leash ordinance? 1/14/2017 12:06 PM

37 People should be responsible for their own dog's waste, just like empty water bottles or empty packaging they might
create on the site.

1/14/2017 11:20 AM

38 It's nice to encourage dog clean up! 1/14/2017 9:40 AM

39 Funny, I'm pretty sure there's a sign that says No Dogs isn't there? Unfortunately people often bag and drop, then you
have a non-degradable bag of poop to deal with (and yes, I AM a dog owner )

1/14/2017 9:15 AM

40 The dog poop is disgusting. 1/13/2017 10:06 PM

41 People should bring their own waste bags. If they leave the bags or don't pick up after their dogs then we will need to
address that.

1/13/2017 12:40 PM

42 Only if it is currently an issue 1/13/2017 11:39 AM

43 Yes but I suggest that dogs be allowed only on limited times. 1/13/2017 10:58 AM

44 ABSOLUTELY 1/13/2017 10:29 AM

45 Also post more signs indicating dogs must be on leashes within the park. 1/13/2017 8:25 AM

46 Probably, I would base this decision on what need/use there is at the Nature Preserve and the Baxter State Park
down the road.

1/13/2017 8:24 AM

47 people should be responsible owners 1/13/2017 8:22 AM

48 making the bags accessible and free encourages use 1/13/2017 5:41 AM
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49 Dog owners, of which I am one, should provide their own and dispose of waste properly. Mackworth Island seems to
work well.

1/13/2017 12:49 AM

50 Yes, if needed. 1/12/2017 10:10 PM

51 Commonsense 1/12/2017 9:50 PM

52 at a cost to cover replenishment of waste bags 1/12/2017 9:23 PM

53 I think dogs should be welcome, if behaved. But I think owners should be responsible enough to provide their own
bags and take them home. Carry in/carry out.

1/12/2017 9:19 PM

54 If they will be stocked. 1/12/2017 6:49 PM

55 Dog owners need to be accountable for their own dog's waste 1/12/2017 5:42 PM

56 It should be for people not a " dog park" 1/12/2017 5:03 PM

57 Make it easy for dog owners to clean up after their dogs! This helps everyone. 1/12/2017 4:44 PM

58 Tighter enforcement of leash law at Town Landing 1/12/2017 4:40 PM

59 Fence in playground to exclude dogs 1/12/2017 4:40 PM

60 a good idea I guess, but I do not have a dog.... 1/12/2017 4:38 PM

61 Take it out with you 1/12/2017 4:00 PM

62 Of course. Is this a serious question? 1/12/2017 3:10 PM

63 So many dogs in the area! 1/12/2017 2:36 PM

64 Dog owners should carry in/out 1/12/2017 2:27 PM

65 the reality is there are many dogs in the neighborhood. People shouldn't be leaving dog waste where kids play, and
shouldn't allow dogs off leash when little kids are playing

1/12/2017 2:20 PM

66 Of course. 1/12/2017 2:19 PM
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Q12 Do you have any other ideas or
suggestions for the Town Council? If so,

please list them below.
Answered: 153 Skipped: 286

# Responses Date

1 Thank you to the Town Council and members of the committee involved with this issue. It is wonderful to live in a town
where the local government solicits public opinion on matters like this. I encourage the town to consider modest
enhancements to Underwood Park and use the addition of this adjacent property to offer a community garden,
expansion of the playground, and rental space for family gatherings. It is a really special place that matters to a lot of
families in this town. It is an enormous selling point to young families that are considering moving to the area and
continue to enjoy it as their kids grow up. Providing families a recreation area to enjoy the outdoors together is a
wonderful feature of this town. With modest enhancements and through the addition of this adjacent property, this
facility could become a more valuable asset for the Town Landing neighborhood.

2/5/2017 9:49 PM

2 This is a one shot opportunity! Can't afford to let this opportunity pass. Disagree with selling it! 2/5/2017 9:22 PM

3 The Town deserves credit for purchasing this lot. Our Town landing is an extremely valuable gem for a town to
possess and this is a rare opportunity for the Town to provide access to it for residents who otherwise would not have
access. The Town's retaining this land should become increasingly important as the Town's population grows in future
years.

2/4/2017 9:47 PM

4 Just please consider how rare this kind of accessible open space is -in this neighborhood. 2/2/2017 4:24 PM

5 In a built up area, there should be open space where all ages can gather. Park benches for older folks, picnic tables so
some can have lunch, basketball hoop and tennis court so young people who don't drive can walk to or bike to the site.

2/2/2017 10:44 AM

6 I think many are hoping the Yarmouth (Wildwood area) development of beach/boat access will alleviate congestion for
the Town Landing area.

1/30/2017 5:02 PM

7 A tennis court would be amazing! 1/30/2017 10:05 AM

8 Would love to see all existing trees between 260 and Underwood remain standing if there is enough space to install
tennis courts.

1/30/2017 9:37 AM

9 There could be a playing field for elementary age kids. And a map to the trails. or there could be a workout park
(stations to do specific aerobic movements). Save the apple tree if you can.

1/26/2017 6:12 PM

10 No, but thanks for asking. 1/26/2017 4:14 PM

11 There are so many children and the park should be enlarged for the enjoyment of children for generations to come.
There is no other park space on or near falmouth foreside. Please consider the enjoyment this brings to childeren and
families, and to the value of a place where community members can connect. Open green space has lasting value for
people of all ages. Once you develop it for a few thousand tax dollars, it's gone forever. Thank you.

1/26/2017 6:37 AM

12 Get 260 Foreside on the tax rolls. Retain the Park's little kid's feel and maintain the grounds. Keep it simple. It's a
wonderful asset.

1/25/2017 2:59 PM

13 As stated above in the comment section: A community garden. We could donate a row to the Falmouth food pantry,
build community and grow locally-- a win win! Please see our survey results below that we did via the NextDoor
website that is for our Town Landing Neighborhood: (37 people responded to the survey): Are you interested in a
community garden? I am interested and would like to add my name to a letter to the town council 59% responded yes
I am interested in a community garden 32% responded yes I am not interested in a community garden 8% responded
no, not interested.

1/24/2017 7:20 PM

14 Please use part of the parcel as a community garden! It would help build a sense of community for this part of town.
Produce could be donated to the Falmouth Food Pantry.

1/24/2017 6:59 PM

15 Open space should be the first priority. Let it lay. 1/24/2017 6:01 PM

16 Totally against a parking lot. 1/24/2017 4:38 PM

17 As infill development occurs on Rte 88 as a result of the zoning changes, pocket parks like Underwood are even more
important to quality of life and should not be spoiled. Parking would not be a problem at Town Landing if parking from
out of towners and more importantly, out of staters was regulated.

1/24/2017 2:50 PM
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18 I strongly believe that if additional parking is deemed to be needed, that this be backed up by a study, not just a
survey.

1/24/2017 2:10 PM

19 additional parking is greatly needed in the area for the benefit of all. As a out of towner I find it very difficult to find
parking when using the water front, which I pay a premium for to have my mooring and dockage to the town.

1/24/2017 12:12 PM

20 A few benches? 1/24/2017 11:06 AM

21 If parking spaces are approved, I believe that solution would mostly benefit the Portland Yacht Club. I fear they would
view this as an easy and possibly expandable solution to their ongoing parking issues as they have yet to remedy their
over-parking situation on the pond adjacent to their parking lot, and should have some more difficult, longer-term
conversations about how to manage usage.

1/24/2017 11:03 AM

22 Fountain, Gazebo, table and benches for games and picnics and a quiet area for reading and meditation, concerts,
children reading groups, etc, etc, etc.

1/23/2017 3:36 PM

23 Empty space is great. 1/22/2017 10:16 PM

24 I was born and raised in Falmouth and my children were born and raised in Falmouth (They are now in High School)
We have all had the privilege of using this space. As a town we Have to preserve the integrity of this space and the
history behind it. I remember the woman who lived at 260 Foreside Rd. and her walking her dog. We need to keep this
space open as a recreational area. We need to preserve the park and extend playground. There should not be
additional parking. Sitting cars will not enjoy the use of the space but the families of falmouth will.

1/22/2017 4:14 PM

25 See above, some people in the neighborhood have suggested community garden plots. Our household would
eventually be interested (though not now due to our small baby). Many communities do something like this, so it
seems like there would be available data out there to project usage/impact/success factors.

1/22/2017 10:39 AM

26 Leave it alone. 1/21/2017 4:15 PM

27 Picnic tables for families to have a meal. Also, a couple of benches for seating. 1/21/2017 11:29 AM

28 Keep it simple. 1/20/2017 8:52 PM

29 Return to property to the private sector 1/20/2017 8:28 PM

30 In general we are very grateful for the facilities at Town Landing and we are happy to pay our non-resident mooring
fee. However the parking situation really needs to be resolved, for the benefit of area residents who surely are irritated
by the influx of cars during the summer, and for the benefit of us area non-residents who have to fight each other for
parking. For one thing, put up a metal barrier on the side of Mariner Road to protect the wooden fence, and allow
diagonal parking. At least that will give us a few more parking spaces. Also, consider working with Holy Martyrs church
to see if they would consider leasing out a portion of their lot for boaters.

1/20/2017 2:01 PM

31 Please don't develop this land with more business. Falmouth needs more traditional community spaces where young
families can gather and allow for outside play and exercise. Nothing like that exists on this side of town and the major
one our town has at the school is off limits during school hours and inaccessible to younger families. Please consider
this space as something sacred and not just as income - there won't be many more opportunities for this in this area of
Falmouth.

1/20/2017 1:35 PM

32 Underwood Park feels sad. It could use some love. 1/20/2017 12:22 PM

33 More parking . 1/20/2017 11:46 AM

34 I am especially interested in the parking issues concerning the Town Landing. If this expansion can help address
those needs, I am very much in favor expanding the parking options. If there are other options to expand parking
elsewhere close to Town Landing, I would hope the Town would explore those options as well.

1/19/2017 10:15 PM

35 Parking, parking, parking 1/19/2017 3:20 PM

36 When the land was first purchased we were told that it was for overflow Town Landing parking. It seems some people
would like to change that. It doesn't seem quite fair.

1/19/2017 2:57 PM

37 we have been waiting for 40+ years for the town landing parking needs to be addressed. Now we have the land but
nobody will act - each generation passes the buck and cant make a positive impact decision. My mother and father
waited. My husband and I have waited. Now our children are waiting. It is time to ACT - make more parking for town
landing! Wasnt the land purchased to do just that originally....

1/17/2017 8:16 PM

38 have the police dept. give rides to the people going up and down the hill, Public Service at it's best! 1/17/2017 7:19 PM

39 Keep the space as natural and wooded as possible. 1/17/2017 6:33 PM
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40 Not every parcel of land needs to be built upon or tarred over. It is far more important that we take care of what we
already have and keep what we have up to date and looking at its best. Keep that piece of land for still the further
future from now

1/17/2017 3:16 PM

41 Swimming Pool Community Center 1/17/2017 1:40 PM

42 The town should never have purchased 260 Foreside Rd. due to the fact that Falmouth already had a good sized
neighborhood park and a parking lot is not needed or wanted in that location. Town Landing's 'seasonal' parking
problem at Town Landing will not be solved by 260 Foreside Rd.

1/17/2017 1:15 PM

43 The changes on route 1 have driven lots of traffic to 88 to the point it is dangerous to walk or bike. Why create more
traffic by attracting more cars. No one walks on route 1 and now 88 is much less attractive for walking and biking.
Great job!

1/17/2017 11:53 AM

44 The town could use the property tax $$ by selling the property to a potential owner or developer. 1/17/2017 9:48 AM

45 I understand the town might want to do something about parking, but not there... put parking up on Rt1! 1/17/2017 9:17 AM

46 Town pool or community center? 1/17/2017 7:33 AM

47 Please do not sell the property in a sweetheart inside deal to any local realtors or developers. Also we need to invest
in something other than libraries, old folks homes and fancy light posts.

1/16/2017 8:00 PM

48 Nothing further 1/16/2017 7:32 PM

49 It is sometimes difficult getting a parking space at Town Landing. It is difficult when you are a resident and you drive
down to the landing and see out of State Plates or no town stickers. A number of people from away just view the ticket
as the price to park for the day or weekend. It just seems wrong. That is why I feel, that expanding parking on
Foreside Road in the park would help.

1/16/2017 5:44 PM

50 Some additional lighting around the new park equipment. 1/16/2017 4:48 PM

51 sell it 1/16/2017 3:56 PM

52 Just because we have a piece of land in our hands is a dam poor reason to rush to get rid of it. It is very difficult to
acquire a piece of land for Town use in that area. The Town should hold title to it until a compelling reason shows up
some years from now. Try to get Waite's Landing back on the Town roll if you need an example.

1/16/2017 3:32 PM

53 Install seasonal speed bumps on Town Landing since that is a huge dangerous issue. 1/16/2017 2:10 PM

54 Generally the town restricts parking at PYC, for some reason. Parking is limited to a single member car at any time,
which makes access difficult at times, especially with guests arriving from different directions. Picking up from the
shopping center lots is not unheard of, and is inconvenient. PYC endeavors to provide access to sailboat racing
including to non members. This supports Falmouth and the general area, so an improved parking situation should be
reached, which would benefit both PYC and Handy Boat water front activities.

1/16/2017 1:42 PM

55 When this property was acquired it was understood it would be sold when the real estate market improved. There was
no consideration of parking!

1/16/2017 1:32 PM

56 Absolutely do not sell it for more housing development in Falmouth. Not a good idea. 1/16/2017 12:55 PM

57 I would much prefer to see this parcel split into small, affordable plots to be sold off and have the local park used as a
walkable community space (instead of all the new homes having yards). Falmouth needs more affordable housing and
an infill approach to residential space instead of continuing to sprawl out, with everyone keeping to themselves.

1/16/2017 12:48 PM

58 Stop spending money 1/16/2017 12:45 PM

59 Please save the entire parcel for future generations!!!! You don't have to do a darn thing now. Just keep it. Devise a
master plan with more playground equipment, parking, a gazebo for music events, etc. Please retain the entire parcel.
Once its gone, its gone!

1/16/2017 12:01 PM

60 Kids/people need natural spaces. If parking developed keep it grass, keep it safe for kids. Or develop no parking and
just put up the gazebo for family fun. We could benefit from unplugging and getting outside.

1/16/2017 11:58 AM

61 The Foreside neighborhood does not currently have useful gathering place for kids to play and families to socialize.
The Underwood park is under-utilized because it lacks appropriate equipment. It could be greatly improved with the
incorporation of the extra lot and the addition of new play structures. Swings would be particularly good, as would
another climbing playground structure. A picnic table would also be a good addition. A more usable and robust
playground area will encourage families to use the park on a regular basis.

1/16/2017 11:31 AM

62 embedded above - plus below DO NOT SELL PROPERTY Decide on purpose: community garden walking trails dog
walking with bags and deposal system (see above) playground open grassy area for sports / pick up games / practice
overflow for Town Landing Beach and ramp performance / event PURPOSES: will help determine parking needs

1/16/2017 7:56 AM
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63 Love the idea of a gazebo or platform for small events. I think it would help build a sense of community in the area. 1/16/2017 6:51 AM

64 A town pool. PLEASE do NOT turn this area into parking-leave it as it is if that's the only option, but don't turn it into a
parking lot!

1/15/2017 9:08 PM

65 Would like to see a leash law for town landing. The owners do not curb their dogs. Hate to see rangers having to deal
with it. We should also figure out a better trash plan. People are using the porta potties as trash bins. Other
communities along the coast must grapple with same issues. Perhaps we could learn about their solutions. Nathan
Poore should receive a medal, he does a great job!

1/15/2017 4:49 PM

66 Create an eclosed dog run were dogs can play unleased. 1/15/2017 12:46 PM

67 I strongly feel the Town would be better served by a Private / Public relationship for the development of this High
Value piece of real-estate. I also suggest this be sold by a RFP process to maximize creativity that would best blend in
with the surrounding area.

1/15/2017 11:06 AM

68 The property at 260 Foreside Road used to be a single house. This is an appropriate use for the property today, given
the history of the property and the neighborhood. I think the town should sell it for development of a single-family
house. This would be a premiuim-lot that would fetch the town good money, and establish another taxable property.
The town should sell the front part of the property only (the "open" part) and retain the back wooded area, merging it
with Underwood Park for conversation/recreation purposes (trails). This divests the town of a property it does not have
a direct use for, infuses funds to the town, establishes a larger tax base and preserves more land, all without changing
the historic, intended use of the property. Underwood Park doesn't need much improvement except for the small
parking area, which could be cleaned up (rotting wooden parking barriers, uneven surface and maybe a few more
spots). The play equipment and current field are attractive and well-located for the neighborhood. Please don't over-
think this! The Town has a lot of wonderful open spaces/preserves, as well as parks, and it should continue to seek
more as appropriate. This piece of land located on a very important road, however, should be residential, just like it
was for decades. Thank you.

1/15/2017 8:59 AM

69 This area of town is densely populated. Expanding the park is a good idea. Reconfigure the parking lot, add a few
more spaces, a gazebo for getting out of sun/rain and a dog waste dispenser. This will be used by residents and
visitors. It's time to put this property to use....10 years is too long for a property to sit. It's already off the tax rolls and
has been acquired and paid for by the town. The town recently gave up some open space to Oceanview for their
apartment expansion--balance it out with open space in this portion of town.

1/15/2017 7:35 AM

70 Baseball diamond in the rear of the park and a skating area in the winter. 1/14/2017 10:15 PM

71 Is it possible for locals to "rent" some of their driveway space? Have seen this many times when a large own function
(4th of July comes to mind) occurs and some people have strategically placed driveways and make a little side cash.
For me, ideally, maintaining green space keeps Rt. 88 quaint and welcoming.

1/14/2017 9:40 PM

72 Keep it dog friendly please 1/14/2017 9:24 PM

73 Maybe some playing fields. 1/14/2017 8:43 PM

74 Scrap the parking lot idea! 1/14/2017 7:42 PM

75 The park should be designed to improve the play equipment, retain the field for informal sports, slightly increase
parking (at least the access) and possibly add a gazebo (with seating around the edge) and a couple of picnic tables
(which could be located in the orchard area on 260). Am I correct that there are a couple of fruit trees on 260? It can
be a wonderful gathering place for young families, neighborhood kids and informal sports. Do not make it a parking lot
for Town Landing.

1/14/2017 5:43 PM

76 I'd be happy to sit on a planning board for this property. 1/14/2017 5:36 PM

77 Community garden. Dog park. 1/14/2017 5:07 PM

78 I strongly believe Underwood Park, and the adjacent property, if utilized properly, could elevate Falmouth to the
degree in which our neighboring towns are "communities." If I can't meet my neighbors, I can't care for them. Please
give us a place to gather, to get to know each other, to promote outdoor recreation to our children. Give us sidewalks
on Foreside Road so we can exercise SAFELY. Give us sidewalks so we can know our neighbors and join together as
a community.

1/14/2017 4:43 PM

79 We love this park and use it all the time! Please install a trash can and poop bags for people to use. Please don't
create parking... I love the idea of using this space for passive recreation. Adding a couple more benches would be
great. Would look nice w a small fence along fireside road.

1/14/2017 3:13 PM

80 More trees on the existing lot. "More calming"(again, the 9-year old!) 1/14/2017 3:02 PM
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81 We should absolutely retain this parcel. I understand folks not wanting to spend a ton of money on it, but I think it
could be integrated into underwood park at a very low cost -- some clearing and landscaping could do it. There's also
been talk in the neighborhood of setting up a community garden since many homes have very small parcels. I think
this could be a great (and inexpensive) project that would showcase Falmouth as a progressive and sustainable
community.

1/14/2017 2:30 PM

82 Please don't sell 1/14/2017 2:05 PM

83 Perhaps a seasonal ice rink 1/14/2017 1:49 PM

84 This survey is poorly constructed—8 of the 11 questions are devoted to parking, which is a non-issue. If parking
demand were really that high, the church would simply charge $10 for overflow parking in its private parking lot. They
don't do this because, in reality, the demand for parking isn't that high. Devoting more land to community-focused
public space is a no brainer. Public green space improves well-being, strengthens community bonds, and gives
activities for kids to have fun. Why aren't kids being given a priority in this survey? Why aren't family activities being
prioritized? Why is a non-existent parking issue being given top priority in this survey? My feeling is that the town
should get its priorities in order. If there truly is a parking problem (and I haven't seen evidence that there is), then it
implies that the price of moorings is too low for non-residents. The town should significantly increase the price for non-
resident moorings and use that money to improve our public spaces, which are woefully under-funded. The so-called
"playground" in Underwood Park may very well be the most unimpressive play space in the region. The town can do
better and prioritizing parking is a step in the wrong direction.

1/14/2017 1:37 PM

85 Plans should consider maintenance of the apple tree out front, possibly for apples to go to Food Pantry. Incorporate
260 F'side with Underwood so it feels all one piece. Add some benches, add a walking path/route through or around
park (bark chips) that is relatively accessible. (Consider ADA accessible) Can town get a trail easement through next
door property to end of Kilborn or Bartlett to create a circular walking route from Johnson, to Rt 88, through park, to
Bartlett back to Johnson.

1/14/2017 12:59 PM

86 Prune/shape the apple trees: they have good, but undersized fruit. For food pantry? 1/14/2017 12:06 PM

87 I.m sorry that the town did not approve raising the south end of the landing to allow parking at high tides--also sorry
that I didn't attend that meeting.

1/14/2017 9:41 AM

88 As a boat owner and member of Handyboat, resident of N Yarmouth, we've been discussing how and where to create
a skate/scooter/bike park for our children. A place they can bike to, meet friends, hang out in an active healthy
environment!

1/14/2017 9:40 AM

89 As someone who actually went to school at Underwood School, I really enjoy having the open space available for
families in the community. Most people don't even know there was a school! Please maintain this area as an outdoor
gathering space for picnics, play time (keeping open grass for soccer, Frisbee, etc), maybe some basketball courts
(they can also be used for four square and other games), maybe a horseshoe pit area (do people still play
horseshoes?!). We are SO BLESSED to have nature readily available to us. There's enough tar over at the shopping
center. Let's not add more.

1/14/2017 9:15 AM

90 Growing up at Underwood park was such a privelege, let's extend that to the next generation and make the park even
better.

1/13/2017 11:16 PM

91 Community garden, possibly volleyball court(s) 1/13/2017 10:06 PM

92 Basketball hoop for older kids to play. Lighting for less making out! 1/13/2017 6:42 PM

93 Pool 1/13/2017 2:50 PM

94 Keep it as a town assett 1/13/2017 1:29 PM

95 I like the gazebo idea. For events at the gazebo, the town would have to allow parking on 88. 1/13/2017 12:40 PM

96 Please prioritize creating a public space for our children over parking for cars. 1/13/2017 11:39 AM

97 public parking - self service fee - it would allow us to raise money and stop NON residents from parking down at town
landing

1/13/2017 11:20 AM

98 The amount of taxes and the level of interest should in itself justify building a community pool. Nothing elaborate.
Design it so it can make money.

1/13/2017 11:14 AM

99 this could be such a great space for the community! Lets have a family gathering area, a gazebo and an area for
bigger kids: basketball hoops, bigger play structure with swings!

1/13/2017 10:37 AM

100 I do think it's nice to have a playground for the youngest, but if we can attract all ages, by including teens as a place to
go, and even older people by having entertainment space at a gazebo, that would be wonderful. More of a sense of
community, all inclusive. We'd support even a small one-hoop basketball court, as it gives teens something to keep
them busy rather than on the streets.

1/13/2017 10:36 AM
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101 I love the idea of a more centralized park for neighbors in the Foreside area. Tennis court would be amazing. Picnic
area for family outings, basketball court does not have interest to me but area teenagers would like this. A good place
for our children to congregate. We seem to always find room for baseball fields (used on a limited basis and for nothing
but baseball) Lets dedicate space for others. Parking spaces may need to correspond with use (maybe more than the
aforementioned 10

1/13/2017 10:29 AM

102 We LOVE having Underwood Park nearby and expanding it will only make it better. Our son (12) uses it a lot with his
friends to play sports or games. Our neighborhood would not be the same without it. Gazebo is a fantastic idea. Thank
you for asking!

1/13/2017 10:02 AM

103 safe walk trail and road to drop boats back and forth for residents only. town park pass required. 5-10.00/yr residents
only

1/13/2017 9:02 AM

104 A pool 1/13/2017 8:44 AM

105 Would be great to have benches closer to the play area for parents in and out of shade. Current bench configuration is
not a good fit. A bike rack would also be useful. Fixing/enhancing the fence and gate would be great. This is a great
use of geeen space and is truly an asset to the foreside community. This can be a great meeting lace for the town
landing/foreside community. I strongly feel that additional parking there will only detract from its use and aesthetic.
Most people utilizing the park walk or ride bikes. Cars/trucks parking there would be to use the already too busy town
landing (Falmouth and non/Falmouth residents). As the size of our community grows I think it is important to not
overuse our town landing which is already struggling with pollution and traffic issues.

1/13/2017 8:25 AM

106 If the park were developed a little bit as described above, I would request a buffer of vegetation be established at the
road. One final idea, which this 3 acres could easily support is a community garden space for Falmouth residents who
don't have their own property. The space at Maine Audubon usually has a long waiting list so the need is definitely
present. Overall my goals for the property are to enhance neighborly community, increase availability for young people
including teens, to walk and bike independently to a play space in their neighborhood, provide increased access to our
only public waterfront, and decrease automobile traffic during boating season for the people who would otherwise
need to drive home to a different part of town (and ride back from) in order to park trailer.

1/13/2017 8:24 AM

107 Stop considering what may be "desirable" for a small number of citizens (and many out-of-towners). your own citizens
can no longer afford these constant "improvements". Our taxes have increased 8-fold in 20 years, while our property
value has only about doubled in the same time period.

1/13/2017 7:51 AM

108 Parking is not that much of a problem and there is already too much traffic in the neighborhood. Open spaces in
locations such as this do not become available open, please proceed with caution.

1/13/2017 7:44 AM

109 Thank you for the opportunity to weigh -in on these questions. Great tool for a truly democratic process! 1/13/2017 7:25 AM

110 install outdoor shower stall - SIMPLE = at Town Landing 1/13/2017 5:41 AM

111 More walking paths connected to existing walking paths, cross country skiing paths, snowshoeing trails, separate
mountain biking circuit

1/13/2017 1:54 AM

112 A futsol court and basketball court would be great. No parking. People can walk there to use the facilities. 1/12/2017 10:47 PM

113 see #10. This area needs a place for young kids to play together, run around, play ball and get away from the screen!!!
They need to figure out how to be together w neighbors they don't know and figure out life!

1/12/2017 10:39 PM

114 Do not sell it for private development. If there is not a current need, it can just sit as open space. If it can help with
parking on occasion, that is an ok use.

1/12/2017 10:10 PM

115 Remove the wooden fence. Continue high pruning of bushes and put picnic table under the trees. Keep back half as
grass. Seed & mow back of Brown property.

1/12/2017 10:09 PM

116 Please don't sell this parcel of land to developers! 1/12/2017 9:50 PM

117 return to tax roles 1/12/2017 9:23 PM

118 Sand volleyball court 1/12/2017 9:16 PM

119 Underwood parking should be overflow for town landing for longer parking time e.g. over 4 hours. Town landing could
be limited to shorter duration parking less than 4 hours.

1/12/2017 8:35 PM

120 Green spaces will only increase in public value as the expected build out of the town occurs. Keep this as public
property!

1/12/2017 8:19 PM

121 just sell it. 1/12/2017 8:06 PM

122 Thanks for taking input. The landing is a special place and the parking limitation is a problem, without many solutions.
The 260 property is the best option to solve a real problem, let's use it.

1/12/2017 6:49 PM
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123 No more parking please, not necessary 1/12/2017 6:40 PM

124 A playground is so important in a neighborhood and this one really needs some improvements and certainly a swing
set. It's an investment in our future. Thank you!!

1/12/2017 6:04 PM

125 Plant a few apple trees - they used to be there 1/12/2017 5:21 PM

126 We need to preserve our greenspace. Additional parking will be used by non-residents (as with existing parking), and
will impact the aesthetics of our neighborhood.

1/12/2017 5:07 PM

127 keep the land public, once private it will be impossible to get it back 1/12/2017 4:43 PM

128 Generally speaking, I think Town of Falmouth does a great job in all aspects of town management. 1/12/2017 4:40 PM

129 It is wise for a town or city to retain public space and to add to the space inventory when the opportunity arises. I live
in Westbrook, and a few years ago the City choose to sell the site of the old Pride's Corner to a developer for Condos.
Well, here we are a few years later and the City now needs to expand the capacity of the elementary schools....and
guess what might have been nice to have....the site of the old Pride's Corner School. Even if the building was beyond
salvage, as was the case, and was demolished, having the site would have made it possible to build a new school in
this part of town. That opportunity is gone forever. Getting the money now is tempting, but replacing the land down
the road can be much more expensive. The lot you have is irreplaceable and deserves to be Town owned.

1/12/2017 4:38 PM

130 From the back of the property, create trailer spaces; next create 10 or more car/truck spaces; then, construct 2 tennis
courts (4 pickleball courts). Allow for greenery/shrubs/trees to be planted between tennis courts and Foreside Road.

1/12/2017 4:32 PM

131 Preserve trail access. Improve playground. Gazebo idea is great! This is an important parcel of open space - aside
from perhaps some parking, would avoid commercial/residential development.

1/12/2017 4:14 PM

132 Thanks for asking our opinions. A skating rink would be very nice, but expensive and probably not an option. Would
use it though.

1/12/2017 4:00 PM

133 maybe shuttle to beach, from 260 in summa months wont ever get this parking chance again 1/12/2017 3:33 PM

134 My 11 year old son would LOVE to see a community basketball court on this space, along with other suggested ideas.
It would support letting "kids just play” and handling their own situations for managing the rules of the game, etc. - pick-
up basketball would be ideal for this and promote doing physical activity jointly with others! It's also great to shoot
around "solo" if others are not there.

1/12/2017 3:17 PM

135 Composting Toilet (similar to new Cumberland Beach public land). Picnic tables. Consider soccer goal posts in the
grassy area behind the playground

1/12/2017 3:14 PM

136 This is a center for the town's recreation and tourism. Town Landing is the main "port" but remains unsupported by
other facilities, especially parking. An entertainment venue such as gazebo could attract additional business to TLM
and the area in general. Parking for ALL (not just Falmouth residents, many of who could walk of catch rides) is of
paramount importance, even now limiting the number of moorings, for example, from which income can be generated
for the town.

1/12/2017 3:10 PM

137 keep it natural 1/12/2017 3:05 PM

138 I think a cool multipurpose pedestrian park, similar to Pason park or deering oaks would add value to the
neighborhood and encourage community interaction

1/12/2017 2:53 PM

139 movies in the park 1/12/2017 2:51 PM

140 Use to space to add bigger playground/swings and more open grass space for sports, picnics, gatherings. Definitely
keep the space next to Underwood but make it accessible to the neighborhood. Add some seating/picnic tables and
make it a place where kids and parent alike want to go. Host the Falmouth town concerts there- it would get much
better turnout. There is so little open community/park space on the Foreside- we need more not less!

1/12/2017 2:51 PM

141 Bike rack/parking 1/12/2017 2:49 PM

142 Yes, better signage and bike/walk trail info 1/12/2017 2:46 PM

143 I do like the idea of part of it being used for a community garden. 1/12/2017 2:45 PM

144 I can think of dozens of other uses for the space BESIDES PARKING. Tennis courts, basketball court, picnic tables,
horse shoes, ANYTHING BUT PARKING SPACES.

1/12/2017 2:37 PM

145 Landscaping would really improve the space with new parking, small play area, and gazebo 1/12/2017 2:36 PM

146 Thank you for checking with us residents for our opinion. I am hopeful to be able to visit this side of town more
frequently in the summers! :)

1/12/2017 2:30 PM
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147 My son, daughter and I would love to have a full size basketball court there. This side of town really needs one. The
only other court is on the complete opposite side of town, way over in West Falmouth. A basketball court can be used
for other activities besides basketball as well.

1/12/2017 2:30 PM

148 Leave it be! Enjoy the nature- or what is left of it! 1/12/2017 2:29 PM

149 I think Underwood Park provides a great spot for neighbors to meet. Mostly foot traffic through the park for residents of
the Foreside. Creating a parking lot/ visual blight on route 88 is not going to enhance the charm and character of the
Town Landing Area. Additional parking will not be a convenience to beach goers in the summer, but instead likely end
up a collection of trucks and boat trailers.

1/12/2017 2:23 PM

150 encourage trail use from 260 Foreside/Underwood Park. the existing trails on town land (and the connecting trails to
the Falmouth Nature Preserve) are a local gem

1/12/2017 2:21 PM

151 Would like to see as many people from as many areas as possible enjoy all of the town's facilities - as long is it doesn't
ruin the neighborhoods for the folks living there

1/12/2017 2:20 PM

152 Ideally the land at 260 should be merged with the park, and the whole should be imagined as an asset to the
community. This is the most densely populated area in Falmouth, with dozens/hundreds of children within walking
distance of this park. However there is minimal play equipment, little safe pedestrian access from nearby streets, no
ball courts or playing field. To the outsider, it sends a strong message that the local community does not value kids
and safe play spaces for them. There is substantial evidence that children who have access to safe, indepentantly
accessible (ie. they don't need their parents to drive them there) play spaces develop into healthy kids, better students
with more positive outcomes for later in life. There is a real opportunity here to build this combined park space into a
very real asset not just for kids, but families without children also. The installation of a gazebo or similar would attract
seasonal events or concerts appealing to older residents. The traffic parking survey the town undertook last year
indicated little need for additional parking. I would encourage the town to think long term about this property and land,
and recognize that this is likely the last chance Falmouth will have to create a public park in this already dense, and
growing, neighborhood. The future is not going to be in providing more facilities for cars, but to facilitate and
encourage pedestrians and bikes. This land represents a chance for the town to send a strong message that they
believe in the value of the outdoors for kids, in a greener future for our neighborhood, in the value of community. Let's
build a space that brings more people together.

1/12/2017 2:19 PM

153 Fenced dog park!!! Please!!! 1/12/2017 2:07 PM
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